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Introduction 
Very little work has been done on the study of algae in western 
Kansas. The purpose of this study was to classify and describe 
some of the algae of the Cheyenne Bottoms Wildlife Refuge, Barton 
County, Kansas. The study was conducted over a two year period 
starting May 23, 1960. In this study 66 species and 7 varieties are 
described representing 4 divisions, 6 classes, 14 orders, 26 families 
and 43 genera of algae when following the classification of Smith 
( 1950) with certain modi£cations according to Prescott ( 1951). 
Represented were 5 varieties, 27, species, 2 genera and 1 family new 
to the state of Kansas. Specimens preserved are in the Elam 
Bartholomew Herbarium of Fort Hays Kansas State College and 
the private herbarium of Henry J. McFarland. 
Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to classify and describe some of 
the algae of Cheyenne Bottoms Wildlife Refuge, Barton County, 
Kansas. The general geographic location is northeast of Great Bend, 
Kansas. A natural basin has been converted by dikes into a group 
of pools. Collections of algae were made within the five pools of the 
area as well as along the Inlet Canal and the Arkansas River Di-
version Dam and the Outlet Canal leading into Little Cheyenne 
Creek. Taxonomic descriptions are given for 66 species and 7 
varieties which represent 4 divisions, 6 classes, 14 orders, 26 
families and 43 genera. Represented were 5 varieties, 27 species, 
2 genera and 1 family new to the state of Kansas. Eleven plates 
of photomicrographs and drawings with 76 figures are included. 
The study was made over a two year period starting in May, 1960. 

A Preliminary Survey of the 
Algae of Cheyenne Bottoms in Kansas 
1 
Location and Extent of the Area 
Cheyenne Bottoms Wildlife Refuge is a state and federal project 
made possible by the Robinson-Pittman act of 1942. By 1949, the 
present 18,710 acres had been purchased at a cost of $408,725.00. 
Cheyenne Bottoms is a natural, oval depression about 6 miles wide 
and 10 miles long in Barton County, Kansas, occupying 18,650 acres 
with five pools, three diversion dams and 22.7 miles of canals, 
creeks and control locks for regulating the flow of water. Pool 1 
occupies the center of the cluster of lakes with Pool 2 on the west, 
Pool 3 on the north, Pool 4 on the east and Pool 5 on the south. Pool 
1 has an area of 3,300 acres; Pool 2, 2,940 acres; Pool 3, 2,140 acres; 
Pool 4, 2,620 acres and Pool 5, 1,290 acres with a total of 12,290 
acres. The Arkansas River Diversion Canal runs from the Arkansas 
River at a point 1.5 miles south of Dundee straight north 6.5 miles 
to Dry Walnut Creek and along it for a distance of 2.5 miles to the 
Dry Walnut Creek Diversion Dam. The water then goes through 
a 54 inch conduit 0.5 mile long under Highway 96 to the north side 
to a point 3.5 miles southeast of Heizer and then along Wet Walnut 
Creek 7 miles to a point 3 miles north of Great Bend to the Wet 
Walnut Creek Diversion Dam which directs the water into 
Cheyenne Bottoms by way of the Cheyenne Bottoms Inlet Canal. 
The Arkansas River Diversion Dam is 1.5 miles south of Dundee, 
the Dry Walnut Diversion Dam is 3 miles southeast of Heizer on 
the south side of Highway 96 while the Wet Walnut Creek Diversion 
Dam is 3 miles north of Great Bend east of Highway 281. The 
Cheyenne Bottoms Outlet Canal runs 5.5 miles from the southeast 
part of the Cheyenne Bottoms area into Little Cheyenne Creek 3.5 
miles north of Ellinwood. Blood Creek just south of Hoisington 
and Deception Creek 2.5 miles east of Hoisington drain into 
Cheyenne Bottoms. The surrounding hills about 100 feet high 
together with the intervening gullies constitute a watershed direct-
ing the water into Cheyenne Bottoms. Most of the water supplying 
the area comes from Wet Walnut Creek but the Arkansas River 
water if plentiful is used as needed. The east and southeast limits 
of the area were probably blocked off by wind drifted sand which 
prevented natural drainage until the Cheyenne Bottoms Outlet 
Canal was built leading into Little Cheyenne Creek. Twenty-three 
miles of dikes were built surrounding Pool 1 separating it from 
other pools and also separating these pools from each other. Atop 
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these dikes are two-lane roads which provide ready access into and 
out of the area. Roads bring traffic from Highway 281 on the west, 
Highway 4 on the north and Highway 96 on the south. 
Pools 2, 3 and 4 have blinds and hunting is permitted in season. 
Fishing is allowed in all pools. The level of the water in the various 
pools can be controlled by appropriate gates located along the dikes. 
Origin of Cheyenne Bottoms 
Probably the eastern and southern drainage of this area was 
blocked by huge deposits of sand while the subterranean salt 
deposits were leached out and the whole area subsided leaving the 
"Bottoms" as it is today. There is some belief that a river at one 
time passed through the area and eroded the land to form Cheyenne 
Bottoms. Blood Creek and Deception Creek might have played 
an important part in Cheyenne Bottoms history. It bears repeating, 
however, that these are all theories and all factors might have con-
tributed a share. Information of the area has been gained from the 
State Geological Survey, from oil well drilling and from natural 
deposits of sand and silt in the vicinity. The depth of water in the 
"Bottoms" area is from a few inches to a few feet. Frontispiece 
( Fig. 1) shows the present general plan of the area. 
Present Importance 
At present Cheyenne Bottoms serves as a great game refuge, 
especially for water fowl such as pelicans, gulls, killdeer, avocets, 
ducks, herons and sandpipers together with fish such as carp, catfish, 
bullheads and others. The presence of water in Cheyenne Bottoms 
raises the water table for the surrounding area. Aside from hunting 
and fishing the area offers some recreation for bird lovers and 
picnickers. Facilities for picnicking are limited and for camping 
very limited. The watershed of the area should be protected from 
contamination which would be augmented by campers. 
Distribution of Algae 
Algae are widely distributed in sea and fresh-water habitats. 
They are plentiful in rivers, brooks, ponds, lakes and oceans and in 
moist places such as upon the bark of trees, soil, fences or buildings. 
Many forms are invisible except with the microscope. Algae in one 
form or another are found from pole to pole and from deep valley 
to high mountains. In Cheyenne Bottoms algae are found as 
plankton in the various pools, epiphytic on higher vegetation, cling-
3 
ing to other algae, epizoic on fish, turtles or other animals or growing 
upon mud, rocks, plant stems, bridge pilings, debris or shore line. 
Forms of Algae 
The forms of algae in Cheyenne Bottoms are most varied from 
single celled types of filamentous or branched colonial kinds. The 
genera Phacus, N avicula, Synedra, Closterium, Pleurosigma, Phaco-
tus, Pinnularia, Nitzschia, Golenkinia, Spirulina, Euglena, Trachelo-
monas, Cyclotella and Gloeothece are single celled types. The 
diatoms have silicified frustules made of two distinguishable halves 
fit together like a pill box. They may be long and linear in which 
case they belong to the Order Pennales ( Figs. 53-66) or disc-like 
with radial symmetry in which case they belong to the Order 
Centrales ( Figs. 51-52). In the figures you may be looking at the 
valve view, which is the face of the frustule ( this is the view shown 
most often by diatomists in illustrations) or you may be looking at 
the girdle view, which is the side view where the seam of the two 
frustules meet. The illustrations of diatoms are unusual in this 
paper because they were all photographed in the living condition. 
Usually most diatomists kill the diatoms in the process of cleaning 
in order to show detail of the silica wall which are the main classify-
ing feature. 
Diatoms are often possessed with weak powers of locomotion but 
are devoid of cilia and flagella. They apparently move by the flow 
of cytoplasm along the side of the frustule. The cytoplasm appears 
to be in friction with the surrounding water or substratum. The 
cells have single nuclei and usually one or two or many chromato-
phores. The walls may also contain pectic compounds and in some 
cases cellulose. The frustules are quite durable and persist after 
the death of the plants. Viewed from girdle side the overlap of 
the valves may be observed and in this view the frustule is usually 
truncate at the extremities. Viewed from valve side the frustule 
may be round or tapering towards the extremities. 
The genera Trachelomonas, Euglena, Phacus and Lepocinclis are 
usually very motile but are propelled by flagella ( Figs. 42-48) 
located at the anterior end of the cell. Chloroplasts, a nucleus and 
sometimes pyrenoid bodies appear within the cell. Euglena is 
metabolic while Phacus and Lepocinclis have rigid periplasts. 
Trachelomonas ( Fig. 48) has a lorica which may be colorless or if 
impregnated with iron, yellow or red. These deposits may obscure 
other features of the cell. 
Phacotus lenticularis ( Figs. 2 and 3) is biflagellate and quite 
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motile showing first a front, oval view and then a double convex 
view as it tumbles in the water. 
Golenkinia radiata ( Fig. 17) has a spherical cell with a single 
chromatophore which fills the cell. Numerous setae project radially 
from the cell to considerable distance. Locomotion is not apparent 
in the vegetative state. 
Spirulina maf or ( Fig. 68) consists of very long spirals without 
cross walls. The cells are blue-green in color, possessed of oscilla-
toria like movements and the entire plant is a single cell. 
Gloeothece rupestfrs ( Fig. 67) consists of oval cells contained in 
large numbers within a jelly-like matrix. Motility of the cells is 
lacking. 
Filamentous algae includes some Cyanophyta (blue-greens) and 
Chlorophyta (greens) both divisions of which are present within 
Cheyenne Bottoms. The genera Anabaena, Lyngbya, Cylindro-
spermum and Oscillatoria are "blue-greens" of a filamentous nature 
which occur within the "Bottoms" area. Anabaena and Oscillatoria 
are often possessed of moderate powers of locomotion while 
Lyngbya and Cylindrospermum can move to lesser degrees. The 
genera Pithophora ( Figs. 14-16) and Cladophora ( Fig. 11) represent 
branching types of "green algae" while Rhizoclonium ( Fig. 12) , 
Spirogyra ( Figs. 29-30) and Sirogonium ( Figs. 31-35) represent for 
the most part unbranched, non-motile types. 
Colonial non-filamentous types are represented by the genera 
Scenedesmus ( Figs. 24-27) , Gloeocystis ( Fig. 4), Pediastrum 
( Figs. 18-21) , Gloeothece ( Fig. 67) and Hydrodictyon ( Fig. 22). 
Scenedesmus consists of two, four, eight or more cells held together 
usually in a linear series. Pediastrum consists of a number of cells 
coalesced into a flat plate. Hydrodictyon consists of a number of 
cells articulated at the ends to form a net structure with meshes five 
or six sided. Gloeocystis ( Fig. 4) and Gloeothece ( Fig. 67) con-
sists of a number of cells imbedded in a gelatinous matrix. Nostoc 
( Fig. 7 4) and Gloeotrichia ( Figs. 76-77) are also colonial but consist 
of filaments held together by a gelatinous substance. Gloeothece, 
Nostoc and Gloeotrichia are "bluegreens" while Scenedesmus, 
Gloeocystis, Pediastrum and H ydrodictyon are Chlorophyceae. 
Entermorphia intestinalis ( Fig. IO) is a multicellular type of alga 
with a hollow tube-like body held in place on the substratum by 
holdfasts. 
Methods Used in the Study 
Collections were made one to four times each month for a period 
of two years beginning May 23, 1960, within the confines of 
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Cheyenne Bottoms Wildlife Refuge, the Cheyenne Bottoms Inlet 
Canal and above the Arkansas River Diversion Dam. Water was 
diverted from the Arkansas River during June, 1960, and from the 
Wet Walnut Creek on many occasions. The specimens were 
identified, photomicrographed and preserved specimens were filed. 
Table 1 lists the collecting points. Many of the collecting stations 
represent collecting points straight out from one of the many bridges 
that lead out to the duck blinds. Other collecting stations represent 
points along the edge of pools, inlet canal and other points as de-
scribed. All bridge numbers and pool numbers are official numbers 
assigned to the bridges or pools and maps showing the bridges and 
pools and surrounding areas are usually available from the Cheyenne 
Bottoms Administration Building and from the Chamber of Com-
merce of surrounding towns in the area. Most collection samples 
were either collected as free floating or as attached algae on the 
numerous sedges, rushes or bottom mud or debris. The Frontispiece 
( Fig. 1) shows the pools and related areas. 
TABLE 1. Collecting stations. 
STATIO s Location and Description 
A Bridge 2, Pool 2. 
B 0.3 mile east from the outhwe t corner of Pool 1 in Pool 1. 
C At northern part of Pool 1 at road inter ections. 
D 0.5 mile ea t from the Admini tration Building in Inlet Canal. 
E 1.5 miles ea t from Administration Building in Inlet Canal. 
F ortheast corner of Pool 1 at road inter ections of Pools 1, 3 and 4. 
H Bridge 10, Pool 3. 
I Bridge 20, Pool 4. 
J Bridge 19, Pool 4. 
K Bridge 14, Pool 4. 
Bridge 16, Pool 4. 
0 orth of Bridge 5, Poul 2. 
P Bridge 8, Pool 3. 
Q Bridge 5, Pool 2. 
R Bridge 3, Pool 2. 
S Bridge 13, Pool 3. 
T Bridge 7, Pool 2. 
U Bridge 4, Pool 2. 
V Bridge 6, Pool 2. 
W Bridge 11, Pool 3. 
X Outlet Canal. 
Y Bridge 18, Pool 4. 
Z Arkan as River Diver ion Dam, 1 mile south of Dundee. 
AA Canal discharge into Dry Walnut Creek, 5 miles north of Dundee. 
BB We t edge of Cheyenne Bottoms in Inlet Canal, southwest of Ad-
mini tration Building, west of main bridge. 
CC Inlet Canal Drop Structure, 0.5 mile west of Administration Build-
ing. 
DD Bridge 1, Pool 2. 
Classification of Algae 
Logically it appears that eight divisions are worthy of considera-
tion. Four of the eight divisions of algae were found in Cheyenne 
Bottoms. Classification of the algae is according to Smith ( 1950) 
with certain modification according to Prescott ( 1951). Such a 
classification is here presented with emphasis placed on the species 
at Cheyenne Bottoms. 
Division CHLOROPHYTA (green algae) 
Class CHLOROPHYCEAE (lower green algae) 
Order VOLVOCALES (vegetative and reproductive cells motile) 
Family PHACOTACEAE (unicellular, biflagellate with two valved cell ) 
Phacotus lenticularis (Ehr.) Stein, p. 11 
Order TETRASPORALES (plants non-motile in vegetative condition) 
Family PALMELLACEAE (spherical or ovate cells in amorphous or defi-
nite colonies) 
Gloeocystis gigas (Kiltz.) Lagerheim, p. 11 
Family TETRASPORACEAE (cells imbedded in mucilage, have two 
pseudocilia) 
Tetraspora gelatinosa (Vauch.) De vaux, p. 11 
Tetraspora cylindrica (Whal.) C. A. Agardh, p. 12 
Order ULOTRICHALES (usually uninucleate, one chloroplast) 
Family ULOTRICHACEAE 
Ulothrix aequalis Kutz., p. 12 
Ulothrix tenerrima Kiltz., p. 13 
Ulolhrix zonala (Weber and Mohr) Kiltz., p. 13 
Order LVALES (cells uninucleate, forming solid cylinder, hollow tubes or 
sheets) 
Family UL VA CEAE (forming hollow tubes, ribbons or plates one cell 
thick) 
Entermorpha intestinalis (L.) Grev., p. 14 
Order CLADOPHORALES (multinucleate filamentous cylindrical cells) 
Family CLADOPHORACEAE (only family in this order) 
Cladophora glomerata (L.) Kiltz., p. 14 
Rhizocloni'l.lm hieroglyphicum (C. A. Agardh) Kiltz., p. 15 
Basicladia chelonum (Collins) Hoffman and Tilden, p. 15 
Pithophora varia Wille, p. 16 
Order CHLOROCOCCALES (single celled or multicellular colonies, no fila-
ments) 
Family MICRACTINIACEAE (cells sperical with one to several long 
setae) 
Golenkinia radiata (Chod.) Wille, p. 16 
Family CHARACIACEAE (Elongated single cells or jointed to form radi-
ating colonies) 
Schroederiajudayi G. M. Smith, p. 17 
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Family HYDRODICTYACEAE (zoospores appose and develop to form 
coenobium) 
Pediastrum simplex (Meyen) Lemmermann, p. 17 
Pediastrum duplex Meyen, p. 17 
Pediastrum boryanum (Turpin) Meneghini, p. 18 
Pediastrum boryanum var. longicorne Raciborski, p. 18 
Hydrodictyon reticulatum (L.) Langerheim, p. 19 
Family OOCYSTACEAE (reproduction by autospores only, ingle celled 
or in colonies of no fixed number) 
Ankistrodesmus falcatus (Corda) Ralfs, p. 19 
Family SCENEDESMACEAE (reproduction by autospores only, celJs 
remain attached in multiples of 2) 
Scenedesmus opoliensis Richter var. mononensis Chod., p. 20 
Scenedesmus abundans (Kirchner) Chod., p. 20 
Scenedesmus acuminatus var. minor G. M. Smith, p. 21 
Scenedesmus dimorphus (Turpin) Kiltz., p. 21 
Scenedesmus bijuga (Turpin) Langerheim, p. 21 
Actinastrum hantzschii var. fiuvialile Schroeder, p. 22 
Order ZYG EMATALES (no flagelJated reproductive cells but have zygo-
spores; single celJed or unbranched filaments) 
Family ZYGNEMATACEAE (cylindrical cells in filaments, have conju-
gation) 
Spirogyra singularis ordst., p. 22 
Spirogyra neglecta (Hassall) Kutz., p. 22 
Sirogonium fioridanum (Transeau) G. M. Smith, p. 23 
Sirogonium sticticum (English Botany) Kiltz., p. 23 
Family DESMIDIACEAE (cell wall with pon! ; in cell divi ion walls 
break at definite place to show semicell ) 
Closlerium acutum (Lyngb.) Breb. var. linea (Perty) West and We!?t, 
p. 24 
Closterium acerosum (Schrank) Ehr., p. 24 
Closterium moniliferum (Bory) Ehr., p. 25 
Closterium lanceolatum Kiltz., p. 26 
Closterium incurvum Breb., p. 26 
Class CHAROPHYCEAE (higher green algae) 
Order CHARALES (erect thallus with nodes and internodes, nodes with 
whorled branche ) 
Family CHARACEAE (nucules with five tube cells in left-hand spiral) 
Chara braunii Gmelin, p. 27 
Division EUGLE OPHYTA (mostly free- wimming flagellated cells) 
Class EUGLENOPHYCEAE (only one class in division) 
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Order EUGLE ALES (flagellated cell dominant in life cycle) 
Family EUGLE ACEAE (mostly with chloropla t, granular welling 
on flagellum within reservoir) 
Euglena elastica Prescott, p. 27 
Phacus pyrum (Ehr.) Stein, p. 28 
Phacus acuminata Stokes, p. 28 
Phacus longicauda (Ehr.) Dujardin, p. 29 
Phacus torta Lemmermann, p. 29 
Phacus pleuronectes (Mueller) Dujardin, p. 29 
Trachelomonas hispida (Perty) Stein, p. 30 
Division CHRYSOPHYTA (chromatophores yellow-green to golden brown) 
Class XANTHOPHYCEAE (yellow-green chromatophores) 
Order HETEROSIPHONALES (cells multinucleate and siphonaceous) 
Family VAUCHERIACEAE (tubular and sparingly branched when 
branching) 
V aucheria sessilis (Vaucher) DeCondolle, p. 30 
Class BACILLARIOPHYCEAE (diatoms with walls mostly of silica and two 
halves like a soap dish or petri dish) 
Order CENTRALES (mostly cells are circular but may be polygonal or ir-
regular in shape, markings are mostly radial from a central point, no 
raphe or pseudoraphe) 
Family COSCI ODISCACEAE (cells disc or cylindrical shaped, with-
out horns or prominent spines, single cells or often filamentous as in 
Melosira) 
Melosira varians C. A. Agardh, p. 31 
Cyclotella striata (Kutz.) CL & Grun., p. 32 
Order PE ALES (mostly cells that are elongate, valves bilaterally sym-
metrical to median axis or asymmetrical, with raphe and pseudoraphe) 
Family FRAGILARIACEAE (have no costa or internal septa) 
Synedra ulna ( itz.) Ehr., p. 32 
Family IAVICULACEAE (valves symmetrical in both axes; lanceolate, 
elliptical or boat-shaped) 
avicula cuspidaf,a Kutz., p. 33 
avicula cuspidata var. ambigua (Ehr.) Cleve, p. 34 
Pinnularia viridis itz., p. 34 
Pleurosigma delicatulum W. Sm., p. 35 
Amphiprora alata (Ehr.) Kutz., p. 35 
Family GOMPHO EMATACEAE (longitudinally symmetrical in valve 
view but girdle view transversely asymmetrical) 
Gomphonema olivaceum (Lyngb.) Kutz., p. 36 
Family NITZSCHIACEAE (has one eccentric keel near one of the lateral 
margins) 
Bacillaria paradoxa Gmelin, p. 36 
Nitzschia reversa W. Sm., p. 37 
Family SURIRELLACEAE (raphe marginal and on both margins) 
Surirella robusta var. splendida (Ehr.) Van Heurek, p. 37 
Surirella ovalis Breb., p. 38 
Division CY A OPHYTA (blue-green algae) 
Class MYXOPHYCEAE (CYA OPHYCEAE) (only class in the division) 
Order CHROOCOCCALES (usually producing no endospores, non-filamen-
tous) 
Family CHROOCOCCACEAE (non-pseudofilamentous when colonial, 
some genera unicellular) 
Gloeothece rupestris (Lyngb.) Bornet, p. 38 
Order OSCILLATORIALES (genera that are filamentous and multicellular) 
Family OSCILLATORIACEAE (reproduce from hormogonia only) 
Spirulina major Kutz., p. 39 
Oscillatoria limosa (Roth) C. A. Agardh, p. 40 
Oscillatoria agardhii Gorn., p. 40 
Oscillatoria tenuis C. A. Agardh, p. 41 
Lyngbya versicolor (Wartmann) Gorn., p. 41 
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Family NOSTOCACEAE (trichomes surrounded by a sheath) 
A nabaena helicoidea Bernard, p. 42 
Anabaena oscillarioides Bory, p. 42 
N ostoc linckia (Roth) Bornet and Thuret, p. 43 
Cylindrospermum majus Kutz., p. 44 
Family RIVULARIACEAE (trichomes attenuated) 
Gloeotrichia natans (Hedw.) Rab., p. 44 
Chlorophyta 
The Chlorophyta includes both freshwater and saltwater types. 
They range from unicellular to filamentous, platelike and even 
multicellular types similar to higher plants in many ways. Chloro-
- plasts and definite nuclei are present. Most of the Chlorophyta 
possess chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, carotin and xanthophyll. Starch 
is the final product of photosynthesis in most cases. Vacuoles and 
cellulose cell walls are present and in some species pyrenoids or 
protein bodies are evident. These plants were found in all pools of 
Cheyenne Bottoms. They exist as plankton or grow attached to the 
substratum. The Chlorophyta includes two classes: 1. Chloro-
phyceae, the so called green algae and Charophyceae, the higher 
types of green algae. The Charophyceae includes Chara, Nitella 
and Tolypella all of which are much like higher plants. Chara 
braunii was found at Cheyenne Bottoms. The Chlorophyceae is 
represented in the area by Cladophora glomerata, Rhizodonium 
hieroglyphicum, Hydrodictyon reticulatum, several species of 
Spirogyra, Closterium, Pediastrum, Scenedesmus and others. 
The photosynthetic pigments are localized in grass-green chroma-
tophores. The protoplast may be naked or enclosed within a wall 
made of cellulose inside and pectose outside. The green chloro-
plast may be masked with other pigments. Asexual methods of 
reproduction such as spore formation or cell division as well as 
sexual reproduction are evident. Zoospores, aplanospores and 
akinetes are sometimes formed. Vegetative cell division results in 
an increase in size of the colonies. 
Family PHACOTACEAE 
Phacotus lenticularis (Ehr.) Stein in: 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., p. 88, fig. 32. 1950. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25 (1): 19, pl. 3, fig. 7. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 14, pl. 1, figs. 1, 2. 1952. 
WEST and FRITSCH, A treatise on the British fresh-water algae, p. 83, fig. 13A-C. 
1927. 
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Phacotus lenticularis Ehr. in: 
Fritsch, Structure and reproduction of the algae. Vol. 1, p. 88, fig. 15L-M. 
1956. 
FIGS. 2, 3. 
This unicellular alga belongs to Volvocales; cells biflagellate, 
double convex, flattened, round or oval front view, groove around 
the edge in side view where overlapping cell walls meet, thin wing 
often visible in front view; cell will thick, dark, impregnated with 
calcium carbonate. Parietal chloroplast has pyrenoids, clear area 
and red eyespot near anterior end. Reproduction by zoospores, 2-8 
escaping along edge when cell splits. Cells 10 microns wide by 10-14 
microns long, 7 microns thick. Collected June 27, 1960, Station B, 
Pool 1. 
Family PALMELLACEAE 
Gloeocystis gigas ( Kiitz. ) Lagerheim in: 
PREscorr, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 84, pl. 3, fig. 16. 1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., p. 353, fig. 236A. 1933. 
TIFFANY and BRI'ITON, The algae of Illinois, p. 21, pl. 3, fig. 24. 1952. 
FIG. 4. 
Gloeocystis gigas belongs to order Tetrasporales because cells 
are immobile and divide vegetatively; colonial gelatinous sheath 
lamellose, 31-50 microns or more in diameter; cells imbedded within 
sheath in groups of 2-8, diameter 10-12 microns, globose; parietal 
chromatophores, one pyrenoid, brownish-green because of oil 
content, otherwise green; tychoplanktonic habit, living in shallow 
water intermixed with other algae. Species scarce but found in 
June 1960 at Cheyenne Bottoms, Station B, Pool 1. This is the first 
report of the species from Kansas except the unpublished masters 
thesis of McFarland ( 1959). 
Family TETRASPORACEAE 
Tetraspora gel,atinosa (Vaucher) Desvaux in: 
Mc AUGHT, The algae of Kansas reservoirs, Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci., 29:160. 
1920. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 88, pl. 5, figs. 3, 4. 1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 122-124. 1950. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25(1) :21, pl. 4, fig. 3. 1938. 
TIFFA Y and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 22, pl. 4, fig. 33. 1952. 
FIG. 5. 
Watery, gelatinous thallus produces inflated air filled bullate sacs 
or expanded sheets. Globular and bullate characteristic of older 
thallus chief identifying feature; gelatinous matrix structureless, 
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although some sheaths observed were lamellose immediately around 
individaul cells. Thallus at first attached, soon floats free, expanding 
usually into a thin sheet or thin walled sac, 20 or more cm diameter 
with hundreds of round cells; cells 8-12 microns diameter each 
possessed of two very long, hollow, slender pseudocilia having no 
function in locomotion but according to some authorities useful in 
exchange of gases. Chief habitat quiet backwater in lake or stream; 
spherical cells have single chloroplast which fills cell, one nucleus, 
one conspicuous pyrenoid, divides in two planes; cells often appear-
ing in groups of twos and fours or widely scattered. This Cheyenne 
Bottoms species found during February 1961 at Station BB, Entrance 
Canal. 
Tetraspora cylindrica (Wahl.) C. A. Agardh in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 88, pl. 5, figs. 1, 2. 1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S. pp. 122-124, fig. 61A-B. 1950. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :21, pl. 4, fig. 5. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 22, pl. 4, fig. 32. 1952. 
FIG. 6. 
Thallus cylindrical and lobed, 1-2 cm diameter, 15-30 cm long, 
has general appearance of Entermorphia intestinalis, narrowed at 
place of attachment, consists of rather firm mucilage which streams 
out in flowing water. Cells appear in groups of twos or fours, 7-14 
microns diameter, each with two pseudocilia; pseudocilia very fine 
and long. Pseudocilia must be stained with gentian violet before 
they become visible, do not function as cilia or flagella but according 
to some authorities may function in exchange of gases. Cells have 
single nucleus and cup shaped massive chloroplast, single pyrenoid; 
matrix watery and structureless except slight sheaths around individ-
ual cells. This species collected February 1961, Station BB, Inlet 
Canal, Cheyenne Bottoms. 
Family ULOTRICHACEAE 
Ulothrix aequalis Kiitz. in: 
COLLINS, The green algae of North America, Tufts College Studies, 2( 3): 184. 
1909. 
RYLANDER, The algae of Connecticut, State Geol. and Natural Hist. Survey, 
42:124-125, pl. 18, fig. 33. 1928. 
MANNONI, A survey of the green algae of Crawford County, Kansas, Trans. 
Kansas Acad. Sci., 35:187, pl. 2, fig. 37. 1932. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 96, pl. 6, fig. 1. 1951. 
FIG. 7. 
Filaments long, cylindrical cells, no constriction at cross walls; 
chromatophores parietal plates extending about % around cell near 
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middle; one pyrenoid in each cell. Cells 12.4-17.7 microns diameter 
by 24.8-31.8 microns long, forming bright green mats on submerged 
old leaves and sedge stems, walls thin and smooth. At Cheyenne 
Bottoms this species found at Station S, Pool 3, Bridge 13, Nov. 4, 
1960. 
Ulothrix tenerrima Klitz. in: 
COLLINS, The green algae of North America, Tufts College Studies, 2 ( 3): 183. 
1909. 
RYLANDER, The algae of Connecticut, State Geol. and Natural Hist. Survey, 
42: 124, pl. 18, fig. 30. 1928. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, pp. 96-97, pl. 6, fig. 12. 
1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 142-144. 1950. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 26, pl. 4, fig. 38. 1952. 
Fie. 8 
Filaments unbranched, attached, not attenuated; thin walled cells 
are 6.2-7.1 microns wide by 10.6-17.7 microns long, uninucleate, 
one pyrenoid, chloroplast zonate on one side of cell. Colony ~on-
sists light green, silky masses of various sizes; £lament has basal 
holdfast. This species at Cheyenne Bottoms found during Feb-
ruary 1961 at Station CC, Drop Structure and Station BB, Entrance 
Canal. The width and length of the cells differ from the literature 
as this species is supposed to be about 7-9 microns wide and about 
6-15 microns long but it still seems to fit this species in other re-
spects. This is a new species for the state. 
Ulothrix zonata ( Weber and Mohr) Klitz. in: 
COLLINS, The green algae of North America, 2( 3): 184-185. 1909. 
HYLA DER, The algae of Connecticut, State Geol. and Natural Hist. Survey, 
42: 124-125, pl. 18, fig. 32. 1928. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 97, pl. 6, fig. 14. 1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 142-144, fig. 76. 1950. 
TIFFA Y and BRITTO , The algae of Illinois, p. 26, pl. 4, figs. 35, 36. 1952. 
WEST, A treatise on the British fresh-water algae, pp. 73-76, fig. 20A-B. 1904. 
FIG. 9 
Filaments large and stout; cells 24.8 microns wide by 67.3 microns 
long on those measured but can vary from 11-45 microns in width 
by 10-100 microns in length for this species; band-like, parietal 
chromatophores with 1-4 pyrenoids; slight constriction at cross walls 
and some inflation of cells; cells short with thick walls, especially 
near the holdfast, may change character with age becoming thick 
walled and relatively shorter compared with diameter. This species 
attached to dead submerged leaves and sedge or bulrush stems. 
Station S, Pool 3, Bridge 13, Nov. 4, 1961. This species is new for 
the state. 
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Family UL V ACEAE 
Entermorpha intestinalis ( L.) Grev. in: 
COLLINS, The green algae of North America, Tufts College Studies, 2 ( 3): 204-
205. 1909. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 188-190, fig. 115A-D. 1950. 
Entermorpha intestinalis ( L.) Link in: 
FRITSCH, The structure and reproduction of the algae, Vol. 1, pp. 214-216, fig. 
63B. 1956. 
RYLANDER, The algae of Connecticut, State Geol. and Natural Hist. Survey, 
42:134-135, pl. 21, fig. 14. 1928. 
WARD and WmPPLE, Fresh-water biology, p. 161, :6g. 210. 1945. 
WEST, A treatise on the British fresh-water algae, p. 97, :6g. 35L. 1904. 
FIG. 10 
Common, variable species occur in both fresh and brackish 
waters ; thallus elongated and tubular, 0.4-1.5 cm wide by 8-16 cm 
long in specimens observed, however, may be many times larger; 
cells not arranged in longitudinal series ( as in some species) but 
mixed ( Fig. 10) cells measuring 10.5-14.0 microns in diameter; 
parietal chloroplasts with one pyrenoid; membrane of tubular layer 
consists of single layer of cells; frond simple or with few branches 
from the base if branched, may be constricted and have intestinal 
appearance as indicated by name. Young plants attached but later 
may become free floating; cells uninucleate with one pyrenoid; 
heterothallic and reported by good authority that the male plants 
have orange-yellow fertile parts while females have yellowish-green 
tinge; previously identified by the authors in collections from the 
Arkansas River in Ford County in June 1959; not found at Cheyenne 
Bottoms proper but found at Station Z, Arkansas River Diversion 
Dam which supplies water for Cheyenne Bottoms. This is the first 
member of the family Ulvaceae reported in the state so it repre-
sents a new family, genus and species to Kansas. 
Family CLADOPHORACEAE 
Cladophora glomerata ( L.) Kiitz. in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 138, pl. 20, :6gs. 8, 9; 
pl. 21, figs. 1, 2. 1951. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 45, pl. 13, fig. 93. 1952. 
WEST, A treatise on the British fresh-water algae, pp. 105-106, :6g. 40. 1904. 
FIG. 11 
Main axis cells large, 45-150 microns wide by 300-1,000 microns 
long; cells of the branches grade off to 35-60 microns wide by 150-
360 microns long. Plants in glomerate clusters up to several feet 
in length. Cell walls of different thickness; light to dark green or 
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bright green in mass, filaments attached forming fluffy, arbuscular 
plants which stream out in the water; branches regular, crowded in 
distal parts and slightly attenuated towards apices of the branches 
which are bluntly pointed. Older plants coarse and wiry; occurs 
only in well aerated waters, specimens much varied; filaments often 
swollen at the nodes, cells multinucleate and chloroplasts reticulate 
and parietal. Species was not found within Cheyenne Bottoms 
proper but was found at Stations AA, BB and CC which is along the 
Inlet Canal. Probably the commonest branched alga in western 
Kansas. 
Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum ( C. A. Agardh) Kiltz. in: 
PREscorr, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 142, pl. 23, fig. 3. 1952. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :27. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 46, pl. 13, fig. 91. 1952. 
FIG. 12 
Cells 31 microns wide by 180-315 microns long, limits may be 
10-52 microns wide by 25-350 microns long; filaments long, wiry 
and unbranched except very rare short branches single celled in 
length; chloroplasts vary with the age of plant from very dense to 
open reticulate. Filaments usually slightly wavy, green or yellow-
green, very common in standing or slowly moving water, anchored 
by hapteron; found at Cheyenne Bottoms only during June, 1960, 
in fairly stagnant water but common along Inlet Canal. 
Basicladia chelonum ( Collins ) Hoffman and Tilden in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 143, pl. 23, figs. 8-12. 
1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 217-218, fig. 134. 1950. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. of Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :27, pl. 5, fig. 9. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 48, pl. 13, fig. 89. 1952. 
FIG. 13 
Thallus coarse, erect; attached plant with rhizoidal anchoring 
organs fastening it to back of turtle upon which it grows. Speci-
mens collected growing upon back of Painted Turtle ( Chrysemys 
picta Schneider) which was probably several years old. It was 
crossing the road between pools at Cheyenne Bottoms; growth 
abundant with filaments one inch in length, branched sparingly 
near the base where the cells were more narrow and longer than 
distal cells. Distal cells measured 34.4 microns wide by 141 microns 
long while proximal cells less wide but longer. General appear-
ance of cell reminds one of Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum. Cells 
multinucleate with reticulate, parietal chloroplasts; holdfast char-
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This species found widely distributed at Cheyenne Bottoms, never 
abundant. 
Family CHARACIACEAE 
Schroederia judayi G. M. Smith in: 
PRESCO'IT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p . 256, pl. 57, figs. 5, 6. 
1951. 
SMITH, Phytoplankton of the Inland Lakes of Wisconsin, Part 1, Wis. Geol. 
and at. Hist. Survey, Bull. 57, p. 137, pl. 32, figs. 9-11. 1920. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 508-509. 1933. 
Lambertia judayi ( G. M. Smith) Korschik in: 
HoRTOBAGYI, Algeo aus den Fischteichen von Buzsak IV, ova Hedwigia, 
4(1-2) :30-31, pl. '39, figs. 469-473. 1962. 
Fusiform cells measure 6.9 microns wide by 59.0 microns long, 
arcuate or straight with narrow poles terminating in setae with 
bifurcate branch or small disc at one end; body of cell measured 
35 microns long. This alga looks like detached free-floating Chara-
cium. This alga was abundant in June 196o' at Station B, Pool, 1, 
Cheyenne Bottoms. This is a new species for the state of Kansas. 
Family HYDRODICTYACEAE 
Pediastrum simplex (Meyen) Lemmermann in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the W estern Great Lakes area, p . 227, pl. 50, fig. 2. 1951. 
Pediastrum simplex Meyen in: 
COLLI s, The green algae of North America, Tufts College Studies, 2 ( 3): 177. 
1909. 
TIFFA Y and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. ll0, pl. 30, fig . 290, 291. 
1952. 
Cells measured about 10.4 microns wide but can be 7-20 microns 
wide and 15-30 microns long, four, five or six sided; marginal cells 
each having single spines projecting outward. Walls may be 
smooth or punctuate forming coenobia of 8 or more cells which 
may be perforate or entire; colony free-floating, monostromatic and 
disc shaped. This species usually found intermixed with other 
algae or free-floating at Station B, Pool 1, Cheyenne Bottoms, abun-
dant in June 1960. P. simplex var. radians was found by Thompson 
( 1938) in Kansas but P. simplex ( Meyen) Lemmermann is new for 
the state. 
Pediastrum duplex Meyen in: 
PRESCO'IT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 223, pl. 48, fig. 4. 1951. 
SMITH, Phytoplankton of the inland lakes of Wisconsin, Part 1, Wis. Geol. and 
at. Hist. Survey, Bull. 57, p. 171, pl. 46, figs. 14-16. 1920. 
TIFFANY and BRI'ITON, The algae of Illinois, p. ll2, pl. 30, fig. 300. 1952. 
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FIG. 18 
Coenobia a flat plate with 8-128 cells, usually with 16 or 32 cells; 
16 celled colony of fig. 18 is 56.6 microns diameter; two projections 
or spines extending out from the marginal cells. Cells quadrate, 
10.6 microns in diameter in figure 18 and about 6.1 microns thick; 
colony perforate in the center and cell walls smooth. This alga 
was found as thycoplankton at Bridge 11, Station W, Pool 3 and 
other places within Cheyenne Bottoms. 
Pediastrum boryanum (Turpin) Meneghini in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 222, pl. 47, fig. 9; pl. 48, 
figs. 1, 3. 1951. 
SMITH, Phytoplankton of the inland lakes of Wisconsin, Part 1, Wis. Geol. and 
Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 57, pp. 169-170, pl. 46, fig. 1. 1920. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 112, pl. 30, figs. 295, 296. 
1952. 
FIGS. 19, 20 
Coenobia compact with smooth or granulated walls and cells are 
5 to 6 sided, 7-30 microns in diameter. This species lacks the open 
spaces in the colony possessed by Pediastrum duplex. Coenobia 
of fig. 19 is 76 microns in diameter while the coenobia of fig. 20 is 
55 microns in diameter; marginal cells with short spines but mar-
ginal cells varying depending upon the variety; figure 20 repre-
sents P. boryanum but in Cheyenne Bottoms figure 19 represents a 
variety found in too small a quantity to determine accurately. 
Pediastrum boryanum var. longicorne Raciborski in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 222, pl. 47, fig. 10. 1951. 
SMITH, Phytoplankton of the inland lakes of Wisconsin, Part 1, Wis. Geol. and 
Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 57, p. 170, pl. 46, fig. 9. 1920. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :31, pl. 6, fig. 19. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 112, pl. 30, fig. 297. 1952. 
FIG. 21 
Coenobium a flat plate of usually 8 or more cells; colony of fig. 21 
having an over-all diameter of 55 microns with two projections or 
spines extending out from the marginal cells 6.9 microns and termi-
nating in a swollen knob while cells of the center and margins are 
4-6 sided. Spines in this variety differ from P. boryanum by having 
longer spines and having the knobs on the spine tips rather than 
the shorter truncate spines. This alga found as tychoplankton at 
Bridge 20, Station 1, Pool 4 and other places in October and 
November, 1960. 
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Hydrodictyon reticulatum ( L.) Lagerheim in: 
PREscorr, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 219, pl. 47, fig. 1. 1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 486-487, fig. 326. 1933. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :32. 1938. 
THOMPSON, Algae. In: Edmondson's Fresh-water biology, p. 134, fig. 6.126. 
1959. 
TIFFANY and BrurroN, The algae of Illinois, p. llO, pl. 29, fig. 289. 1952. 
FIG. 22 
Thallus may range in size from microscopic in young plants to 
macroscopic in older plants, composed of cylindrical cells adjoined 
at their ends to form a net with 5 or 6 sided meshes; chloroplast a 
parietal plate or reticulum covering entire inner wall; one or many 
pyrenoids and multinuclei in each cell. Cells may be up to 250 
microns in diameter and one cm in length, cells observed quite 
large measuring 93 microns wide by 542 microns long, with parietal 
chloroplasts and numerous nuclei and pyrenoids in each cell, green 
or yellow-green; nets several cm in diameter. This species col-
lected outside Cheyenne Bottoms at "Arkansas River Dam Site," 
Station Z, which supplies water to Cheyenne Bottoms; collected 
October 28, 1960. 
Family OOCYST ACEAE 
Ankistrodesmus f alcatus ( Corda) Ralfs in: 
HoRTOBAGYI, Algen aus den Fischteichen von Buzsak IV, Nova Hedwigia, 
4( 1-2) :22, pl. 36, figs. 408,409. 1962. 
PRESCOTI, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 253, pl. 56, figs. 5, 6. 
1951. 
SMITH, Phytoplankton of the inland lakes of Wisconsin, Part 1, Wis. Geol. and 
Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 57, p. 134, pl. 32, fig. 1. 1920. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 506-507, fig. 347. 1933. 
TIFFANY and BRITION, The algae of Illinois, p. ll4, pl. 31, fig. 307. 1952. 
WEST and FRITSCH, A treatise on the British fresh-water algae, p. 130, fig. 40A. 
1927. 
FIG. 23 
Cells fusiform with acute apices; measuring 3.4-3.6 microns in 
diameter by 53 microns in length in those of £g. 23 but this species 
can be 1.5-6 microns by 20-100 microns; cells solitary, curved, lunate, 
arcuate or straight, sometimes grouped in loose aggregates; single 
parietal chloroplast occupying cavity of cell; cell wall thin with no 
gelatinous layer and pyrenoids may or may not be present; re-
produce by two, four or eight autospores; cells usually uninucleate. 
Ankistrodesmus belongs to the Order Chlorococcales. This alga 
found at Cheyenne Bottoms especially in those pools in which water 
remains undisturbed for long periods, Station B, June, 1960. 
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Family SCENEDESMACEAE 
Scenedesmus opoliensis Richter var. mononensis Chod. in: 
HoRTOBAGYI, Algen aus den Fischteichen von Buzsak III: Scenedesmus-Arten, 
Nova Hedwigia, 2(1-3): 182, pis. 28, 29; figs. 328-332. 1960. 
FIG. 24 
Colony may consist of 2 or 4 cells. In the 4-celled colony the 
middle cells usually have no spines ( Fig. 24) while the terminal 
cells have a single long spine on each pole that is straight or vari-
ously bent. Cells in variety rrwnensis are nearly always shorter in 
the middle cells than the terminal cells as shown in fig. 24 while in 
Scenedesmus opoliensis all cells are characterized by equal length. 
Poles of middle cells rounded off or blunt-ended spindle shaped, 
never truncate. Middle cells sometimes appearing almost oblong-
cylindric as in fig. 24. Cells 3.5 to 7 microns wide and cell length 
,10.6 to 27.5 microns. The variety rrwnensis in western Kansas is 
easily identified by the unusually long spines that are 17 to 24 
microns long. Pyrenoids sometimes noticeably large. Terminal 
cells seem to taper gradually outward from the cell walls and along 
the base of the spine as in fig. 24 or the terminal cell poles are 
truncate-bulbous in shape with the spines appearing to come off 
more abruptly from the rather flattened terminal surface of the 
bulb ( this form not pictured ) . The characteristic short middle 
cells, long spines and general shape of the terminal cells places this 
as Scenedesmus opoliensis var. mononensis. It is common and 
widely distributed in western Kansas but appears not to be de-
scribed or listed in the algae of Kansas, its surrounding states or in 
any of the limited amount of literature we have available for the 
Western Hemisphere. This species and variety is new for Kansas 
and was found mixed with other algae at Cheyenne Bottoms, Sta-
tion K, Pool 4 during July, 1960. 
Scenedesmus abundans ( Kirchner) Chad. in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 274, pl. 61, fig. 21. 1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., p. 272, fig. 191G. 1950. 
SMITH, Phytoplankton of the inland lakes of Wisconsin, Part 1, Wis. Geol. and 
Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 57, p. 157, pl. 39, figs. 23-25. 1920. 
T1FFA Y and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 123, pl. 35, fig. 365. 1952. 
Fie. 25 
Coenobia a flat plate of 2, 4 or 8 cells in single series in lateral 
contact throughout their length, cells ovoid to oblong-ellipsoid with 
one or two spines at terminus of each end cell and usually several 
spines on the outer face of cell. Middle cells for the most part 
devoid of spines, although, single spines project from the poles of 
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some cells. Cells measured 3.5 microns wide by 10.4 microns in 
length while the spines were 10.4 microns long; coenobia usually 
four cells but two and eight celled coenobia not uncommon. This 
species appeared in some abundance during Feb., 1961, at Station 
BB in Canal entrance to Cheyenne Bottoms. 
Scenedesmus acuminatus var. minor G. M. Smith in: 
PREscorr, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 275, pl. 62, fig. 16. 1951. 
Cells 4-4.3 microns wide by 27.6-28.0 microns long with coenobium 
of four moon shaped cells with pointed ends; walls smooth without 
spines. This is a new species for Kansas. This species rare in 
Cheyenne Bottoms but collected in June, 1960, at Station B, Pool 1. 
Scenedesmus dimorphus (Turpin) Kutz. in: 
PREscorr, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 277, pl. 63, figs. 8, 9. 
1951. 
SMITH, Phytoplankton of the inland lakes of Wisconsin, Part 1, Wis. Geol. and 
Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 57, pp. 151-152, pl. 37, figs. 15-17. 1920. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :37, pl. 8, fig. 13. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 123, pl. 35, fig. 370. 1952. 
FIG. 26 
Cells mostly 3.2-3.4 microns by 14-21.3 microns but in some col-
lections much larger as in fig. 26 which bas cells 10.4 microns in 
width by 27.6 microns long. Thompson lists them even larger, as 
much as 30-40 microns long. Cells 4 or 8 in a series to form a 
colony, cells pointed at the apices, inner cells fusiform and the outer 
cells lunate, all with smooth walls. This species widely distributed 
in Cheyenne Bottoms and especially at Station R, Bridge 3, Pool 2. 
Collected October, 1960. 
Scenedesmus bifuga (Turpin) Lagerheim in: 
PREscorr, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 276, pl. 63, figs. 2, 7. 
1951. 
SMITH, Phytoplankton of the inland lakes of Wisconsin, Part 1, Wis. Geo!. and 
Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. 57, p. 152, pl. 37, figs. 18-20. 1920. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull. 25(1) :37, pl. 8, fig. 14. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRI'ITON, The algae of Illinois, p. 123, pl. 35, fig. 371. 1952. 
Scenedesmus bifuga (Turpin) Wittr. in: 
COLLINS, The green algae of North America, Tufts College Studies, 2 ( 3): 168. 
1909. 
FIG. 27 
Coenobia a Hat plate of cells in single series of 2 to 8 cells at-
tached to each other along full length of their edges; colony of 
eight cells measured 41 microns in length with cells being 5.1 mi-
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crons wide by 13.8 microns long but cells can be 4-8 microns wide 
by 7-18 microns long, granular contents; smooth walls without 
spines or teeth; poles broadly rounded. Cells are oblong-ellipsoid 
to ovoid. This species widely distributed at Cheyenne Bottoms but 
never in quantity at any one place. Appeared in October 1961 at 
Station R, Pool 2, Bridge 3. 
Actinastrum hantzschii var. fiuviatile Schroeder in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 282, pl. 65, fig. 1. 1951. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 120, pl. 33, fig. 328. 1952. 
FIG. 28 
Cells spindle shaped and sharply pointed at the ends, measuring 
3.5 microns wide by 17.7 microns long; colonies of 4-8 cells radiate 
from common center. Cells 3-6 times longer than broad with pa-
rietal chromatophores. This is a new variety for Kansas. Rare at 
Cheyenne Bottoms but found at Station 1, Pool 4, Bridge 20 during 
July, 1960. 
Family ZYGNEMATACEAE 
Spirogyra singularis Nordst. in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 320. 1951. 
RANDHA w A, Zygnemaceae, p. 295, fig. 251. 1959. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, pl. 43, fig. 454. 1952. 
TRANSEAU, The Zygnemataceae, p. 151, pl. 21, fig. 4. 1951. 
FIGS. 29, 30 
Vegetative cells 32-41 microns wide by 141-165 microns long, 
plane end walls; 1 chromatophore making 3-7 turns per cell; con-
jugation sclariform with tube formed by both gametangia but male 
forms about two-thirds of it. Zygotes ellipsoid, not compressed, 
62 microns long with outer wall smooth and hyaline, middle wall 
mostly light green or yellow or green tinged with yellow; fertile 
cells cylindric and not enlarged or inflated. S. singularis was abun-
dant at Cheyenne Bottoms especially in early winter with lesser 
amounts in late winter. Collected station V, Pool 2, Bridge 6, Sept., 
1962. This is a new species for Kansas. 
Spirogyra neglecta ( Hassall) Kutz. in: 
CzuRDA, Zygnemales. In: A. Pascher's Si.isswasserHora von Mitteleuropa, 
9: 190-191, fig. 200. 1932. 
RANDHAWA, Zygnemaceae, pp. 324-325, fig. '308. 1959. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of 11linois, p. 152, pl. 45, figs. 476, 477. 
1952. 
TRANSEAU, The Zygnemataceae, p. 175, pl. 27, figs. 14, 15. 1951. 
Vegetative cells measure 52.0-77.5 X 97-135 microns in length, 
3 chromatophores making 1.5 turns within cell; zygotes measure 
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60-75 microns wide and 90-127 microns long, ovoid with smooth 
yellow median wall; fertile cells inflated; end walls of vegetative 
cells plane. Conjugation tubes formed equally by each gametangia, 
conjugation scalariform but might be lateral; spores sometimes at 
right angles to filament, as viewed from end view round. This alga 
is a new species to Kansas and appeared in September, 1960, in 
great abundance at Cheyenne Bottoms, Station S, Bridge 13, Pool 3. 
Sirogonium fioridanum ( Transeau) G. M. Smith in: 
RA DHAWA, Zygnemaceae, pp. 429-430. 1959. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 556-557. 1933. 
TRA SEAU, The Zygnemataceae, pp. 233-234. 1951. 
Spirogyra fioridana Transeau in: 
CzuRDA, Zygnemales. In: A. Pascher's Sil swasserflora van Mitteleuropa, 
9: 145. 1932. 
FIGS. 31-33 
Members of this genera resemble Spirogyra; cells have plane end 
walls and 4-5 chromatophores, straight or making½ turn within the 
cell; conjugation occurs directly between filaments without conjuga-
tion tubes, walls of two adjacent ceJls adhere and walls disintegrate 
allowing the transmission of male gamete. S. fioridanum vegetative 
cells measure 75-77 microns wide by 321 microns long; receptive 
gametangia inflated, resulting zygotes ellipsoid, 75 microns wide by 
135 microns long; median walls of the zygote smooth and yellow. 
This alga present in large quantity during mid-October, 1960, Pool 
2, Station R, Bridge 3. This species over-all larger than Sirogonium 
sticticum which appeared in great quantities during May and June, 
1961, in Pool 3. This is a new genus for Kansas. 
Sirogonium sticticum ( English Botany) Kiitz. in: 
PRESCOTT, How to know the fresh-water algae, p. 95, fig. 146. 1954. 
RA HAWA, Zygnemaceae, pp. 424-425, fig. 508. 1959. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U.S., p. 302, fig. 213. 1950. 
TIFFA Y and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, pp. 162, 164, pl. 50, fig. 531. 
1952. 
TRANSEAU, The Zygnemataceae, p. 233, pl. 40, figs. 1-4. 1951. 
Spirogyra stictica ( English Botany) Wille in: 
COLLI s, The green algae of North America, Tufts College Studies, 2( 3): 119. 
1909. 
CZURDA, Zygnemales. In: A. Pascher's Siisswasserflora van Mitteleuropa, 
9:144,fig. 142. 1932. 
FIGS. 34, 35 
Vegetative cells measured 31-48 microns wide by 82-127 microns 
long which is smaller than Sirogonium fioridanum which was found 
in the same general area during mid-October, 1960. Sirogonium 
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sticticum was found in great abundance during May and June, 
1961, in all of Pool 3. Receptive gametangia inflated, resulting 
zygotes ellipsoid 56-59 microns wide by 75.0-77.7 microns long; 
inflated female cells 75 microns wide; zygotes with median yellow 
walls. This is a new species and genus for the state. 
Family DESMIDIACEAE 
Closterium acutum ( Lyngb.) Breb. var. linea ( Perty) West and 
West in: 
TAFT, Desmids of Oklahoma II, Trans. Am. Microscop. Soc. , 53 ( 2 ): 96, pl. 6, 
fig. 5. 1934. 
W EST and WEST, A monograph of the British Desmidiaceae, Vol. 1, pp. 178-
179, pl. 23, fig. 15. 1904. 
FIG. 36 
Cells measure 10.6 microns wide by 201-213 microns long; 4 or 5 
pyrenoids in each semicell, unevenly spaced while terminal acuoles 
have two large moving granules; cells straight or when slightly 
curved the curve is only near the apices; apices acutely rounded; 
walls smooth and colorless; protoplast irregular in outline; inner 
margin is not tumid as in the closely similar Closterium subulatum, 
also different from the type species in not being curved or slightly 
curved. C. subulatum usually has only 3 pyrenoids while C. acutum 
var. linea often has more. 
The specimens observed fits var. linea because of the straight 
margins but differs from the literature by being slightly wider. It 
is similar to Taft's descriptions in being longer than the West and 
West variety. This is a new species for Kansas. Collected at 
Cheyenne Bottoms February 27, 1961, Station DD, Bridge 1, Pool 2. 
This variety was scarce. 
Closterium acerosum ( Schrank) Ehr. in: 
Coox, British De mids, p. 20, pl. 9, fig. 1. 1887. 
HoMFELD, Beitrag zur kenntnis der Desmidiaceen ordwestdeutschland be-
sonders ihrer zygoten. In: Kolkwitz, R. Pflanzenforschung, 12: 16. 1929. 
IRE EE-MARIE, Flore Desmidiale de la region de Montreal, pp. 71-72, pl. 6, 
figs . 9, 11. 1939. 
M1GULA, Die Desmidiazeen, p. 14, pl. 2, fig. 8. 1911. 
SAUNDERS, Part I. Protophyta-Phycophyta. In: Flora of ebraska, 1:38, pl. 5, 
fig. 1. 1894. 
TAFT, Desmids of Oklahoma II, Trans. Am. Microscop. Soc. , 53 ( 2): 96, pl. 6, 
fig. 4, 1934. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :41, pl. 9, fig. 11. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BrurroN, The algae of Illinois, p. 169, pl. 52, fig. 550. 1952. 
WEST and G. S. WEST, A monograph of the British Desmidiaceae, Vol. 1, pp. 
146-148, pl. 18, figs. 2-5. 1904. 
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WOLLE, Desmids of the U. S. and list of American Pediastrums, pp. 42-43; pl. 
7, figs. 7, 11; pl. 10, figs. 1, 2. 1892. 
FIG. 37 
Cells are eight to sixteen times longer than wide, 22-46 X 200-450 
microns with 7-14 pyrenoids per semicell; tapering towards the ends 
to rounded-truncate apices; usually curved with outer margin show-
ing an arc while inner margin nearly straight or slightly concave; 
usually no median girdle but prominent terminal vacuole with 
moving granules; cell wall smooth and colorless refracting the green 
of the cytoplasm but becoming brown or yellow with age; chro-
matophores ridged. This species found in Pool 1 and other pools 
numerous times. 
Closterium moniliferum (Bory) Ehr. in: 
CooK, British Desmids, p. 24, pl. 12, fig. 3. 1887. 
lRENEE-MARIE, Flore Desmidiale de la region de Montreal, p. 66, pl. 5, figs. 
1, 2. 1939. 
M1GULA, Die Desmidiazeen, p. 12, pl. 1, fig. 35. 1911. 
SAUNDERS, Part I. Protophyta-Phycophyta. In: Flora of Nebraska, 1:39, pl. 
5, fig. 2. 1894. 
TAFT, Desmids of Oklahoma, Biol. Survey, 3(3):282, pl. 1, fig. 3. 1931. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, pp. 172-173, pl. 52, fig. 549. 
1952. 
WEST and G. S. WEST, A monograph of the British Desmidiaceae, Vol. I, pp. 
142-143, pl. 16, figs. 15, 16. 1904. 
WEST, G. S., Algae. Volume I. Myxophyceae, Peridinieae, Bacillarieae, Chlo-
rophyceae, together with a brief summary of the occurrence and distribution 
of fresh-water algae, pp. 367-368, fig. 231E. 1916. 
WOLLE, Desmids of the U. S. and list of American Pediastrurns, pp. 48-49, pl. 
8, fig. 16. 1892. 
FIG. 38 
Cells measure 28-57 microns wide by 170-345 microns long, hav-
ing 4-9 pyrenoids per semicell; smooth and colorless cell walls; 
chromatophores have about 5 or 6 ridges visible at a time and two 
terminal vacuoles possessed of numerous moving granules of gyp-
sum; outer margin of cell moderately curved 100 to 130 degrees of 
arc with the inner margin slightly in.Hated. Details of cell structure 
often obscured by heavy pigmentation. Common in Cheyenne 
Bottoms and probably the commonest Closterium in many areas of 
Kansas along with Closterium acerosum. Collected Station A, Pool 
2 during May, 1960. This is a new published species for Kansas 
but was listed and described in the unpublished masters thesises 
of Sherman, McFarland and Brazda ( Sherman, 1949; McFarland, 
1959; Brazda, 1961). 
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Closterium lanceolatum Kutz. in: 
HoMFELD, Beitrag zur kenntnis der Desmidiaceen Nordwestdeutschlands be-
sonders ihrer zygoten. In: Kolkwitz, R. Pflanzenforschung, 12:20. 1929. 
!RENEE-MARIE, Flore Desmidiale de la region de Montreal, p. 72, pl. 2, figs. 
12-15. 1939. 
MIGULA, Die Desmidiazeen, pp. 11-12, pl. 1, fig. 33. 1911. 
TAFT, Desmids of Oklahoma, Bio. Survey, 3(3) :283, pl. 1, fig. 2. 1931. 
SAUNDERS, Part I. Protophyta-Phycophyta. In: Flora of Nebraska, 1:38. 
1894. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 173, pl. 52, fig. 552. 1952. 
WEST and G. S. WEST, A monograph of the British Desmidiaceae, Vol. I, pp. 
149-150, pl. 17, figs. 9, 10; pl. 18, fig. 7. 1904. 
WoLLE, Desmids of the U. S. and list of American Pediastrums, p. 40, pl. 9, 
fig. 14. 1892. 
FIG. 39 
Cells measure 28-48 microns wide and 5 to 7 times the width in 
length, almost straight but outside curve of 30-55 degrees of arc 
and inner margin straight or slightly convex, no median girdle, wall 
smooth with no striations; 5-7 pyrenoids per semicell, terminal 
vacuoles containing moving granules; chromatophores with 7-8 
ridges. This species scarce but widely scattered at Cheyenne Bot-
toms in May and June, 1960. 
Closterium incurvum Breb. in: 
IRE EE-MARIE, Flore Desmidiale de la region de Montreal, p. 69, pl. 7, figs. 13, 
14. 1939. 
TAFT, Desmids of Oklahoma, Bio. Survey, 3( 3) :282, pl. 1, fig. 12. 1931. 
WEST and G. S. WEST, A monograph of the British Desmidiaceae, Vol. I, pp. 
136-137, pl. 15, figs. 28-30. 1904. 
FIG. 40 
Cells 6-8 times longer than wide measuring 15-26 microns wide 
by 120-138 microns long, moon shaped, outside curve of around 
175 degrees of arc; walls smooth; one chloroplast in each semicell 
connected by protoplasmic bridge at girdle; two pyrenoids in each 
semicell; ends of cells are hyaline appearing empty; terminal 
vacuoles with active gypsum crystals; inner margin of cell not 
tumid and wall colorless. This species appears larger than reported 
by West. Taft found his to be larger than those reported by West 
and he suggested that this should possibly be considered a variety 
of C. incurvum but those found at Cheyenne Bottoms are still larger 
so it is no doubt a variety. This species appeared in large quantity 
at Cheyenne Bottoms, Station Q, Pool 2, Bridge 5; October 7, 1960. 
A new species for Kansas. 
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Family CHARACEAE 
Chara braunii Gmelin in: 
DAILY, The Characeae of Indiana, Butler Univ. botan. studies, 11:19-20. 1953. 
DAILY and KIENER, The Characeae of Nebraska-additions and changes, Butler 
Univ. botan. studies, 13(1) :40. 1956. 
HoRN AF RANTZIEN, Charophyta reported from Latin America, Arkiv for 
botanik, 1 ( 5) :386-387. 1951. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, pp. 336-337, pl. 81, fig. 1. 
1951. 
Woon, R. D., The Characeae, 1951. The botan. review, 18( 5) :323. 1952. 
Chara coronata Ziz. in: 
DAILY, The Characeae of ebraska, Butler Univ. botan. studies, 6:155, 157; 
pl. 2C. 1944. 
Woons, Part II. Coleochaetace, Characeae. In: Flora of ebraska, 1: 125, 
pl. 30, figs. 1-7. 1894. 
FIG. 41 
Class Charophyceae to which Chara braunii belongs known as 
stoneworts because of calcareous material accumulating on the 
thallus. This deposit white and brittle sometimes on C. braunii 
collected; nodes and internodes apparent; stems uncorticated with 
bracts shorter than oogonia which measured 225-375 microns wide 
by 450-775 microns long; oogonium showed 8-10 turns while crown 
of oogonium had 5 cells and below were the orange colored anthe-
ridia which measured 225-300 microns in diameter. Plants bright 
green but not extensively coated with lime, monoecious with an-
theridium and oogonium present at same node. Fruiti£cations on 
adaxial of leaves. This species collected during June and July, 
1961, at Station A and T, Pool 2. 
Euglenophyta 
The division Euglenophyta consists of cells having numerous disc 
like chloroplasts, food reserves in the form of paramylum bodies, 
a flagellum or flagella for locomotion and usually a red eye spot. 
Cell division is the usual method of reproduction. The genera 
Euglena, Phacus, Lepocinclis and Trachelomonas were represented 
at Cheyenne Bottoms. 
Family EUGLENACEAE 
Euglena elastica Prescott in: 
GOJDICS, The Genus Euglena, p. 96, pl. 10, fig. 3A-B. 1953. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 392, pl. 86, figs. 10-12. 
1951. 
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FIGS. 42, 43 
Cells metabolic measuring 16 microns wide by 77 microns in 
length, changing shape, often rolling into a ball when conditions 
unfavorable, spindle shaped or sometimes swollen in the middle 
being tapered to conically rounded apices but caudus lacking and 
flagellum not quite as long as the body; chloroplasts many and ir-
regularly round or ovoid; pyrenoids probably lacking while short rod 
shaped paramylum bodies present; pigment body (stigma) present 
near anterior end of cell; formed bright green water blooms at 
Station C at northern end of Pool 1 and also other places within 
Cheyenne Bottoms during spring and summer of 1960, bloom quite 
thick and tough and dried to a heavy crust. A new species for 
Kansas. 
Phacus pyrum (Ehr.) Stein in: 
P1rn,coTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 402, pl. 88, fig. 22. 1951. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25(1) :54, pl. 11, fig. 17. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 323, pl. 88, 1021. 1952. 
FIG. 44 
Cells pyriform, 12.4-13.0 microns wide by 24.8 microns long with 
straight caudus 16 microns long at the posterior end; chloroplasts 
oval discs and eyespot (stigma) present; anteriorly two papillae 
between which the flagellum emerges; paramylum bodies may be 
present. This alga found during October, 1960, Station K, Pool 4, 
Bridge 14. 
Phacus acuminata Stokes in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 396, pl. 88, fig. 4. 1951. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25(1) :54, pl. 11, fig. 14. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 323, pl. 88, fig. 1024. 1952. 
FIG. 45 
This genus a close relative of Euglena with flattened rigid body; 
oval outline with greatest width below the middle of the periplast, 
measuring 24.8 microns in diameter by 35.4 microns long with short 
unicinate posterior spine and anterior flagellum which is about body 
length; flagellum difficult to see; shallow dorsal furrow extending 
0.5-0.7 body length; longitudinal striations which may not be evi-
dent except with special staining; one pyramylum body near middle 
of cell and sometimes smaller one near base of spine; stigma sensi-
tive to light near anterior or flagellum end; locomotion rapid and 
narrow edge of cell evident as it rolls over. This species requires 
more aerated, less stagnant conditions than most Euglena. Found 
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in May, 1960, Station C, Pool 1 where Euglena elastica was usually 
collected. 
Phacus longicauda (Ehr.) Dujardin in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 400, pl. 87, fig. 1. 1951. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :53, pl. 11, fig. 11. 1938. 
TIFFA Y and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. '323, pl. 88, fig. 1022. 1952. 
FIG. 46 
Cells ovoid with long tapering caudus measuring 21-60 microns 
wide by 32-125 microns long; caudus about one-half length of body; 
smooth with slightly spiraled striations; anterior broadly rounded 
with slight groove or fold extending from anterior end; has a stigma, 
one large pyramylum body; discoid chloroplasts and flagellum at 
anterior end of about body length; cell slightly flattened and rigid, 
not metabolic. This species collected at various stations during 
March, 1961. 
Phacus torta Lemmermann in: 
TIFFA Y and BRITTO , The algae of Illinois, p. 323, pl. 88, fig. 1023. 1952. 
Phacus tortus ( Lemmermann) Skvortzow in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 404, pl. 88, fig. 20. 1951. 
Cells measure 45 microns wide by 85 microns long, twisted about 
long axis; longitudinally striate with posterior spine ( caudus) 45 
microns long and flagellum about half to two-thirds body length; 
one large paramylum body, discoid chloroplasts and red eyespot in 
the compressed cell. This species is new for Kansas. Collected 
June, 1961, Station J, Pool 4, Bridge 19. 
· Phacus pleuronectes (Mueller) Dujardin in: 
PRESCOTT, Alga of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 402, pl. 88, fig. 16. 1951. 
TIFFA Y and BRITTO , The algae of Illinois, p. 323, pl. 88, fig. 1019. 1952. 
WEST and FRITSCH, A treatise on the British fresh-water algae p. 413, fig. 173H. 
1927. 
FIG. 47 
Cells broadly ovoid with short uncinate posterior spine 12 mi-
crons long; cells 31 microns wide by 41 microns long exclusive of 
the spine; longitudinal striations present but mostly obscured with 
chloroplasts; one large paramylum body present towards posterior 
end; periplast metabolic; pigment spot visible towards anterior end; 
single flagellum as long or longer than body. This is a new species 
for Kansas and was found during June, 1961, intermingled with 
other algae. 
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Trachelomonas hispida ( Perty) Stein in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the W estern Great Lakes area, p. 414, pl. 83, fig. 35. 1951. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Ea tern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25(1) :56, pl. 12, fig. 6. 1938. 
THOMPSON, Algae. In: Edmondson's Fresh-water biology, p. 123, fig. 6.12. 
1959. 
FIG. 48 
Euglenoid cells enclosed within red or brown ( on occasion tan 
or colorless) lorica or test, obscuring green color of the protoplast 
and pigment spot; single flagellum extends through small opening 
of test at anterior end which makes alga extremely motile. Test 
measures 17-31 microns wide by 20-34 microns long; wall decorated 
with fine spinelike projections which along the edge of lorica de-
ceptively appears hirsute; no apparent collar around flagellum 
where it leaves the test, although most observers report that such a 
collar may be present. T. hispida appeared in stagnant water at 
Station K, Pool 4, Bridge 14, October, 1960. 
Chrysophyta 
The members of the Division Chrysophyta have yellowish-green 
to golden-brown color because of carotenes and xanthophylls. The 
iodine test f6r starch is negative. Two classes are represented at 
Cheyenne Bottoms in this study, Xanthophyceae by Vaucheria 
sessilis and Bacillariophyceae by many Centrales and Pennales 
diatoms. The Xanthophyceae ( Heterokontae) are yellow-green in 
color. The Bacillariophyceae have cell walls made of silica con-
sisting of two overlapping halves that fit together like a "pill box." 
Those with circular valves are classed in the Order Centrales while 
those cells which are bilaterally symmetrical having decorations on 
the frustule arranged bilateral to a longitudinal axis are classed in 
the Order Pennales. The Class Chrysophyceae ( golden brown) 
had no local representation at Cheyenne Bottoms. 
- Family V-AUCHERI:ACEAE 
V aucheria sessilis ( Vaucher) de Condolle in: 
COLLINS, The green algae of North America, 2( 3) :425. 1909. 
RYLANDER, The algae of Connecticut, State Geol. and Natural Hist. Survey, 
42: 143, pl. 20, fig. 9. 1928. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 294, pl. 68, fig. 5. 1951. 
PRESCOTT, How to Know the fresh-water algae, p. 124, fig. 199B. 1954. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25( 1) :39, pl. 9, fig. 2. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 213, pl. 36, fig. 378. 1952. 
VENKATARAMAN, Vaucheriaceae, pp. 68-69, fig. 46A. 1961. 
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FIGS. 49, 50 
Long considered a Chlorophyta, V aucheria is now classed as 
Xanthophyceae in the Division Chrysophyta. V aucheria sessilis 
filaments 60-67 microns wide, coenocytic, sparingly branched, multi-
nucleate, forming velvety densely tufted mats; usually two but 
sometimes one oogonia appears, sessile or on very short stalks on 
the filament; oogonium ovoid or oblongovoid, 64 microns wide by 
90 microns long with short superior or oblique beaked opening to 
permit entrance of sperms. Filaments monoecious and antheridium 
appears near oogonia or between two oogonia on short pedicel on 
same filament as in fig. 49. Antheridia circinate or hooked and 45 
microns wide by 120 microns long, opening directed towards 
oogonia; grows attached in moving water or free floating after 
breaking away from parent colony; plants become dirty green with 
age. V aucheria readily picks up debris so it is difficult to get a good · 
look at it on the microscope. Found during February, 1961, Sta-
tion CC which is "Drop Structure" at canal entrance. 
Family COSCINODISCACEAE 
M elosira varians Agardh in: 
Fmn;cH, The structure and reproduction of the algae. Vol. 1, pp. 619, 633; 
figs. 2001, 206F, 214A-C. 1956. 
HUBER-PESTALOZZI, Das phytoplankton des Siisswassers. Systematik und bi-
ologie. In: Thienemann, A. Die Binnengewasser, 16(2) :377-378, fig. 
447 A-D. 1942. 
REIMANN, BINDUNG, bau und zusammenhang der Bacillariophyceenschalen, 
Nova Hedwigia, 2(1-3):356-358, pl. 64-67, figs. 3, 5-8, 11, 14. 1960. 
ScHo FELDT, Diatomaceae Germaniae, p. 72, pl. 1, fig. 5. 1907. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 205, 216; figs. 134, 136A-C. 
1933. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 221, pl. 59, fig. 673. 1952. 
VAN HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae, Translated by Wynne E. Baxter, 
p. 441, fig. 165; pl. 18, fig. 611. 1962. 
WEST and FRITSCH, A treatise on the British fresh-water algae, p. 354, fig. 
146C-E. 1927. 
WOLLE, Diatomaceae of North America, pl. 57, figs. 11-15. 1890. 
L-ysigonium varians ( Agardh) De Toni in: 
BoYER, The Diatomaceae of Philadelphia and vicinity, p. 17, pl. 1, figs . 18, 19. 
1916. 
ELMORE, The Diatoms ( Bacillarioideae ) of Nebraska, Univ. Studies, 21 ( 1-4): 
37, pl. 1, figs. 1-5. 1921. 
FIG. 51 
This Centrales diatom filamentous with cylindrical cells 13.4-24.8 
microns wide by 23.0-24.8 microns long; cells in pairs; cell com-
posed of two valves which makes the cells appear paired; cells 
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slightly longer than wide. During formation of microspores cells 
may extend in length so that the two semicells are separated by 
intervening cytoplasm incased by the plasma membrane ( See 
Fritsch, Fig. 214C, p. 636). Auxospores are formed with one end 
in hypotheca and other end in epitheca ( See Fritsch, Fig. 206, p. 
618). Valves with very fine punctae, sulcus absent. This alga col-
lected at Station BB, Inlet Canal, west of bridge during November 
and December, 1960. 
Cyclotella striata (Klitz.) Cl. and Grun. in: 
ELMORE, The Diatoms (Bacillarioideae) of ebraska, Univ. Studies, 21(1-4): 
39, pl. 1, fig. 22. 1921. 
Cyclotella striata ( Kiitz.) Grun. in: 
BOYER, The Diatomaceae of Philadelphia and vicinity, p. 19, pl. 2, fig. 9. 1916. 
HuBER-PESTALozzr, Das phytoplankton des Siisswassers. Systematik und bi-
ologie. In: Thienemann, A. Die Binnengewasser, 16( 2) :396-397, fig. 
481A-B. 1942. 
VA HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae, Translated by Wynne E. Baxter, 
p. 446, pl. 22, fig. 651. 1962. 
WOLLE, Diatomaceae of orth America, pl. 66, figs. 16, 17. 1890. 
Cyclotella striata Kiitz. in: 
Sctto FELDT, Diatomaceae Germaniae, pp. 79-80, pl. 3, fig. 329. 1907. 
Frc. 52 
Cells discoid, circular in valve view, solitary and free floating ; 
central area of frustule smooth with scattered punctae and periph-
eral zone 4-6 microns wide with radial striae. Diameter of cells 
18-26 microns and 10.6 microns thick; 6-7 striations in 10 microns 
as markings on the shell; chromatophores small and discoid. Habi-
tat pelagic often intermixed with other algae. Widely distributed 
within Cheyenne Bottoms but found in quantity at Station R, Pool 
2, Bridge 3. This is a new species for Kansas. 
Family FRAGILARIACEAE 
Synedra ulna (Nitz.) Ehr. in: 
BOYER, The Diatomaceae of Philadelphia and vicinity, p. 47, pl. 11, fig . 4, 7, 
11. 1916. 
ELMORE, The Diatoms (Bacillarioideae) of Nebraska, Univ. Studies, 21(1-4): 
55, pl. 3, figs. 116-130. 1921. 
HuBER-PESTALozzr, Das phytoplankton des Siisswassers. Systematik und bi-
ologie. In: Thienemann, A. Die Binnengewasser, 16( 2) :459-460, fig. 537 A. 
1942. 
ScttoNFELDT, Diatomaceae Germaniae, pp. 105-106. 1907. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 237, pl. 63 fig. 713. 1952. 
VAN HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae, Translated by Wynne E. Baxter, 
p. 310, pl. 10, fig. 409. 1962. 
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FIG. 53 
Frustules many times longer than broad, elongate-rostrate or capi-
tate; striations distinct 8.7 per 10 microns. In girdle view cells have 
widened extremities but in valve view poles narrowed. Cells on 
occasion may be 9.6 microns wide by 50-272 or more microns long. 
Pseudoraphe visible on the valve side as a hyaline area down the 
midline of valve, may have clear area towards middle with central 
nodule and polar nodules near poles of cell, none of which clearly 
visible. Valves finely striated from each side up to pseudoraphe; 
girdle view elongated, non-attenuated with truncate apices. Plate-
like chromatophores sometimes highly colored having indented or 
undulated edges. This species found in old cultures but may be 
found intermixed with other algae. Specimens were especially 
abundant in Inlet Canal, Station E, during early June, 1960. 
Family NA VICULACEAE 
N avicula cuspidata Kiitz. in: 
BOYER, Synopsis of orth American Diatomaceae. Part II.- aviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro. of the Acad. of at. Sci. Phila., 79:366. 1927. 
ScHoNFELDT, Diatomaceae Germaniae, p. 145, pl. 8, fig. 90. 1907. 
TIFFA Y and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 254, pl. 68, fig. 789. 1952. 
VA HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae, Translated by Wynne E. Baxter, 
p. 214, pl. 4, fig. 190. 1962. 
Navicula fulva (Nitz.) Ehr. in: 
ELMORE, The Diatoms ( Bacillarioideae) of ebraska, Univ. Studies, 21 (1-4): 
84, pl. 10, figs. 369-373, 378-380, 382. 1921. 
FIGS. 54, 55 
Frustules measured 17.7 microns wide by 63.7 microns long; has 
central hyaline axial area plainly visible on valve side; longitudinal 
lines parallel to the axial area; punctate transverse lines traverse the 
valve at right angles to the longitudinal lines. Cell described as 
rhombo-lanceolate, tapering sharply to rounded ends; central and 
polar nodules present although they are not readily observable; 
protoplasmic bridge connecting the chromatophores which may be 
green or highly colored with browns in the neighborhood of girdle, 
central nodule and nucleus located in this area; volutin globules 
appear along the raphe on either side of protoplasmic bridge, none 
of protoplasmic features readily observable. Cells have weak pow-
ers of locomotion as in all diatoms. These boat-shaped diatoms 
appeared in many collections from Cheyenne Bottoms but appeared 
in numbers during June, 1960, Station A, Pool 2, in shallow water 
along shore. 
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N avicula CUS'J)idata var. ambigua ( Ehr. ) Cl. in: 
BOYER, Synopsis of North American Diatomaceae. Part 11.-Naviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro. of the Acad. of Nat. Sci. Phila., 79:366. 1927. 
BOYER, The Diatomaceae of Philadelphia and vicinity, p. 100, pl. 26, fig. 3. 
1916. 
HUSTEDT, Die Kieselalgen. In: Rabenhorst's Kryptogamen-flora von Deut-
schland, Osterreich und der Schweiz, 7 ( 3) :62-64, fig. 1206B. 1961. 
ScH0NFELDT, Diatomaceae Germaniae, p. 145. 1907. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, Algae of Illinois, p. 254, pl. 68, fig. 790. 1952. 
N avicula ambigua Ehr. in: 
VAN HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae, Translated by Wynne E. Baxter, 
p. 214,pl. 4,fig. 192. 1962. 
FIG. 56 
Valves broadly lanceolate with rostrate, slightly capitate ends; 
transverse and longitudinal striations; longitudinal lines parallel to 
the long axis, 22-26 per 10 microns while punctate transverse stria-
tions about 18 per 10 microns. Variety ambigua usually smaller 
than Navicula CUS'pidata and ends are entirely different. Cells 
measure 15-20 microns wide by 40-50 microns long. This variety 
found in all pools. This is a new variety for Kansas. 
Pinnularia viridis (Nitz.) Ehr. in: 
TIFFANY AND BRITTO , The algae of Illinois, p. 262, pl. 70, fig. 809. 1952. 
Pinnularia Viridis Nitz. in: 
BOYER, The Diatornaceae of Philadelphia and vicinity, p. 104, pl. 29, fig. 2. 
1916. 
ScH0NFELT, Diatomaceae Germaniae, p. 177, pl. 12, .fig. 211. 1907. 
Pinnularia viridis Kutz. in: 
FRITSCH, The structure and reproduction of the algae. Vol. I., figs. 194B-F, 
197 A-C. 1956. 
N avicula viridis (Nitz.) Klitz. in: 
ELORE, The Diatoms (Bacillarioideae) of ebraska, Univ. Studies, 21( 1-4) :65, 
pl. 6, figs. 185-191. 1921. 
VA HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae, Translated by Wynne E. 
Baxter, p. 165, pl. 2, fig. 70. 1962. 
WEST, A treatise on the British freshwater algae, figs. 125D, 136B, 137D-E. 
1904. 
Frcs. 57, 58 
Cells linear-elliptic or slightly oval without inflations and with 
rounded ends in valve view but with trun.catae ends and rounded 
corners in girdle view. In valve view cells 15-25 microns wide by 
80-100 microns long but may vary from these. Striking diatom 
because of the rich golden-brown color nearly filling cell; very 
common in collections from all parts of Cheyenne Bottoms. Have 
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weak powers of locomotion; raphe undulate; cell has chromato-
phores, a central nodule and two polar nodules while the costae 
are heavy with about 5-7 in 10 microns. 
Pleurosigma delicatulum W. Sm. in: 
BOYER, Synopsis of North American Diatomaceae. Part 11.-Naviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro. of the Acad. of at. Sci. Phila., 79:472-473. 1927. 
CHOL OSKY, Beitrage zur kenntnis der Diatomeenflora non Natal (Sudafrika), 
ova Hedwigia, 2(1-3): 113. 1960. 
ScH0NFELDT, Diatomaceae Germaniae, p. 131, pl. 7, fig. 68. 1907. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S. pp. 253-254, fig. 177. 1933. 
Gyrosigma delicatulum ( W. Sm.) Elmore in: 
ELMORE, The Diatoms ( Bacillarioideae) of 
21 (1-4): 105, pl. 13, figs. 512-513. 1921. 
Fm.59 
ebraska, Univ. Studies, 
Sigmoid in valve view; has naviculoid elongated frustule; raphe 
also sigmoid and ends of frustule obstuse or attenuated; small 
central nodule; striations decussate with lines crossing in three 
directions, however, they are so fine it takes a good oil-immersion 
lens to show them; two chromatophores plate-like lay next to 
girdle. Specimens measure 14-19 microns wide by 139-162 microns 
long, chromatophores highly colored with several pyrenoids. In 
valve view sigmoid nature evident while chromatophores lay along 
outer margins often connected by an isthmus with central axis of 
cell largely clear. In girdle view overlapping of valves evident 
on the ends while the chromatophores largely fill frustule. This 
diatom widely distributed and in evidence during mid-October, 
1960, Pool 2, Station R, Bridge 3. 
Amphiprora alata (Ehr.) Kiltz. in: 
BoYER, Synopsis of orth American Diatomaceae. Part II.- aviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro. of the Acad. of Nat. Sci. Phila., 79:483. 1927. 
ELMORE, The Diatoms (Bacillaricideae) of Nebraska, Univ. Studies, 
21(1-4):107, pl. 14, figs. 522-525. 1921. 
ScHo FELDT, Diatomaceae Germaniae, p. 129, pl. 6, fig. 67. 1907. 
VAN HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae, Translated by ,vynne E. Baxter, 
p. 262, fig. 52, pl. 5, fig. 289. 1962. 
Fms. 60, 61 
Frustules free Boating, solitary; naviculoid in valve view with 
sigmoid raphe while in girdle view broadly linearelliptic with a 
twist about the longitudinal axis ( fig. 60); median constriction 
giving cell an hourglass appearance. Cells striated with truncate 
ends; terminal and central nodules not always in evidence; 20-48 
microns in diameter by 50-130 microns long; striations 11-16 in 10 
microns; broader in girdle view than valve view; chromatophores 
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may be one or two with incised margins. Girdle view of fig. 61 
shows one in the process of dividing. Found intermixed with other 
algae at Station R, October, 1960 and other areas. This is a new 
species for Kansas. 
Family GOMPHONEMATACEAE 
Gomphonema olivaceum ( Lyngb.) Klitz. in: 
BOYER, Synopsis of orth American Diatomaceae. Part II.-Naviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro. of the Acad. of Nat. Sci. Phila., 79:296. 1927. 
ELMORE, The Diatoms ( Bacillariacideae) of ebraska, Univ. Studies, 
21( 1-4) :ll3, pl. 15, figs. 571-574. 1921. 
VAN HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae, Translated by Wynne E. Baxter, 
p. 274, pl. 7, fig. 315. 1962. 
FIG. 62 
Cells clavate with broad apex and narrow base which is often 
attached to a stalk. Colony of cells imbedded in gelatinous mass 
attached to substratum in swiftly moving water. Stipitate frustule; 
cuneate in girdle view, measures 13.4-14.0 microns wide by 28.3-
31.0 microns long. Size variations could deviate, however, and be 
from 5-20 microns diameter by 8-45 microns long. Axial area 
narrow and central area irregular without stigma; striations radiate, 
11-14 in 10 microns and finely punctate; frustule free of dots in 
central area. This alga very abundant as clear or brown gelatinous 
masses growing on bottom of Entrance Canal, Station BB, west of 
bridge and at Station Z on bottom of the Arkansas River just above 
Diversion Dam; abundant during November, 1960. 
Family NITZSCHIACEAE 
Bacillaria paradoxa Gmelin in: 
FRITSCH, The structure and reproduction of the algae. Vol. I., p. 590, figs. 
187F, 200G-H. 1956. 
HuBER-PESTALOZZI, Das phytoplankton des Susswassers. Systematik und 
biologie. In: Thienemann, A. Die Binnengewasser, 16(2) :469-470, fig. 
558A-B. 1942. 
H omoeocladia paxillif er ( M liller) Elmore in: 
ELMORE, The Diatoms ( Bacillarioideae) of Nebraska, Univ. Studies, 21 ( 1-4): 
143, Pl. 20, figs. 761-763. 1921. 
Nitzschia paxillifer ( fuller) Heib. in: 
BOYER, Synopsis of North American Diatomaceae. Part II.- aviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro. of the Acad. of Nat. Sci. Phila., 79:509. 1927. 
FIGS. 63, 64 
Cells linear; in girdle view 5.7 microns wide by 114 microns 
long with apices 3.5 microns wide. Cells attenuated and slightly 
rostrate in valve view. Organized into a stratum so that cells move 
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longitudinally back and forth extending into long chains or con-
densed into flat plate within which cells rest side by side; striations 
17-24 in 10 microns; central carina has 6-8 round dots in 10 microns: 
Movements autonomic being mostly expanded during day and con-
tracted at night but stimulation will cause approximation to form 
compact ribbon shaped colonies, individuals responsive to light and 
temperature. This species found during February, 1961, at Station 
DD, Bridge 1, Pool 2. 
Nitzschia reversa W. Sm. in: 
BOYER, Synopsis of North American Diatomaceae. Part 11.-Naviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro. of the Acad. of Nat. Sci. Phila., 79:525-526. 1927. 
Nitzschia longissima Ralfs var. reversa (W. Sm.) Van Heurck in: 
VAN HEURCK, A treatise on the Diatomaceae. Translated by Wynne E. 
Baxter, p. 405. 1962. 
Frc. 65 
Cells lanceolate in valve view, 6-7 microns wide by 76-86 microns 
long; keel puncta not observed and striations fine; beaks curved 
in opposite directions; about 20-24 microns long and about half the 
body length; N. reversa is quite similar to Nitzschia acicularis which 
was found elsewhere in Kansas but N. acicularis the authors have 
found is smaller being only 5-7 microns wide and 51.9-57.0 microns 
long with beaks about 8-10 microns long, differs from N. reversa 
with beaks always straight while N. reversa always have apices bent 
in opposite directions on the two ends. According to Boyer the 
puncta are missing in N. Reversa and present in N. acicularis. This 
diatom widely distributed at many stations during most times of 
the year in 1960, 1961 and 1962. This is a new species for Kansas. 
Family SURIRELLACEAE 
Surirella robusta Ehr. Var. splendida (Ehr.) Van Heurck in: 
ELMORE, The Diatoms ( Bacillarioideae) of Nebraska, Univ. Studies, 21 ( 1-4): 
149. 1921. 
HUBER-PESTALOZZI, Das phytoplankton des Siisswassers. 
biologie. In: Thienemann, A. Die Binnengewasser, 
620B-C. 1942. 
Systematik und 
16( 2) :509, fig. 
PATRICK, A taxonomic distributional study of some Diatoms from Siam and the 
Federated Malay States, Pro. of the Acad. of Nat. Sci. Phila., 88:437. 1936. 
Surirella splendida (Ehr.) Klitz. in: 
BOYER, The Diatomaceae of Philadelphia and vicinity, p. 125, pl. 35, fig. 3. 
1916. 
BOYER, Synopsis of North American Diatomaceae. Part 11.-Naviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro. of the Acad. of Nat. Sci. Phila., 79:536. 1927. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 294, pl. 79, fig. 924. 1952. 
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Cells not isopolar, measuring 60 microns wide by 105 microns 
long; round in end view with four wings extending out from the 
cell; poles broadly rounded and costae 1.4-2.l in 10 microns; clear 
edge around cell and 15 microns wide where costae are visible; not 
spirally. twisted and spaces between costae broad. Variety splendida 
smaller than Surirella robusta Ehr. and costae more closely packed. 
Cells free floating, showing some motility; chromatophore covers 
most of frustule except along edge. Collected outside Cheyenne 
Bottoms at Station Z on October 28, 1960, at Arkansas River 
Diversion Dam. 
Surirella ovalis Breb. in: 
BOYER, The Diatomaceae of Philadelphia and vicinity, p. 126, pl. 35, fig. 5, 
pl. 39, fig. 11. 1916. 
BOYER, Synopsis of North American Diatomaceae. Part II.- aviculatae, 
Surirellatae; Pro of the Acad .. of Nat. Sci. Phila., 79:541. 1927. 
ELMORE, The Diatoms (Bacillarioideae) of Nebraska, Univ. Studies, 
21 ( 1-4): 150, pl. 21, fig. 802. 1921. 
TIFFANY and BmrroN, The algae of Illinois, p. 296, pl. 79, fig. 922. 1952. 
FIG.66 
Frustule ovate-elliptical or broadly ovate measuring 17.8-24.0 
microns wide by 24.9-35.1 microns long with 5-6 costae per 10 
microns, species very variable as to shape and size; costae short, 
marginal and perpendicular to margin. Cells not isopolar; cuneate 
in girdle view. Similar cells should be compared to the many 
varieties of S. ovalis. Found at Station. BB on November 4, 1960, 
along canal which discharges water into Cheyenne Bottoms. This 
is a new species for Kansas, although, in the past several varieties 
of this species have been found but were listed as separate species. 
Common in Western Kansas. 
Cyanophyta 
The Division Cyanophyta ( blue-green algae) has a combination 
of pigments producing a characteristic blue-green color scattered 
throughout the cytoplasm but with no definite chromatophores. 
There is but one class, the Myxophyceae ( Cyanophyceae). Sexual 
reproduction is lacking and motility is absent in many species and 
limited in others. 
Family CHROOCOCCACEAE 
Gloeothece rupestris ( Lyngb). Bornet in: 
DESIKACHARY, Cyanophyta, p. 127, pl. 25, fig. 4. 1959. 
GEITLER, Cyanophyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst' s Kryptogamen-flora von 
Deutschland, bsterreich und der Schweiz. 14( 1) :221-222. 1932a. 
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PETERSEN, The fresh-water Cyanophyceae of Iceland. In: The botany of 
Iceland, 2(2) :261-263. 1928. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 462, pl. 103, figs. 2, 3. 
1951. 
TILDEN, Minnesota alga , Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of orth America and 
adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the West 
Indies and Hawaii, p. 26, pl. 2, fig. 4. 1910. 
C occochloris stagnina Spreng el in: 
DROUET, Myxophyceae. In: Edmondson's Fresh-water biology, p. 96, fig. 5.1. 
1959. 
DROUET and DAILY, Revision of the Coccoid Myxophyceae, Butler University 
botanical studies, 12: 15-28. 1956. 
Anacystis rupestris ( Lyn.gb.) Drouet and Daily in: 
TIFFANY and BRITTO , The algae of Illinois, p. 331, pl. 89, fig. 1039. 1952. 
FIG. 67 
Probably one of the many varieties of Gloeothece rupestris since 
cells are larger than ordinary. Specimens collected at Bridge 5, 
Station Q, Pool 2, September, 1960, and at Station R, Pool 2, Bridge 
3, October, 1960; have cells that before division. are ovoid or ovoid-
cylindrical dividing in plane perpendicular to long axis. Cells 
measure 7 x 10.5 microns, light blue-green, contained within homo-
genous gelatinous matrix of irregular shape; colony later turns 
brown with age; eutropic in habit being in shallow water below 
surface a few inches. This is a new species for Kansas. 
Family OSCILLATORIACEAE 
Spirulina major Klitz. in: 
DESIKACHARY, Cyanophyta, p. 196, pl. 36, fig. 13. 1959. 
DROUET, Myxophyceae. In: Edmondson's Fresh-water biology, p. 114, fig. 
5.43. 1959. 
GEITLER, Cyanophyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst's Kryptogamen-flora von D.eutsch-
land, Osterreich und der Schweiz. 14(2) :930, fig. 595. 1932a. 
GoMONT, Monographie des Oscillariees ( Nostocac 'es homocystees). Ann. Sci. 
at., Ser. VIII., Botan., 16:251-252, pl. 7, fig. 29. Reprinted In: J. 
Cramer's and H. K. Swarm's Historiae naturalis classica, XIX. 1962. 
RYLANDER, The algae of Connecticut, State Geol. and Natural Hist. Survey, 
42:46, pl. 3, fig. 1. 1928. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 480, pl. 108, fig. 11. 1951. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25(1):11, pl. 1, fig. 20. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 354, pl. 97, fig. 1124. 1952. 
TILDE , Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of orth America and 
adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the West 
Indies and Hawaii, pp. 87-88, pl. 4, fig. 46. 1910. 
WEST, A treatise on the British freshwater algae, p. 336, fig. 155B. 1904. 
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FIG. 68 
Trichomes have no cross walls, pale blue in color, loosely spiraled, 
very active and long commonly exceeding several hundred microns, 
measure 1.2-1.7 microns wide while spirals measure 2.5-4.0 microns 
in width and the distance between spirals measure 2.8-5.0 microns; 
found widely distributed at Cheyenne Bottoms but especially in 
Pool 1 and Pool 4 during September and October, 1960, found on 
muddy shores or intermixed with other algae especially other 
"blue-greens". 
Oscillatoria limosa (Roth) C. A. Agardh in: 
BocHER, Studies on the sapropelic flora of the Lake Flynders with special 
reference to the Oscillatoriaceae, Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab, 
biologiske Meddelelser, 21 ( 1) : 15. 1949. 
DESIKACHARY, Cyanophyta, pp. 206-207, pl. 42, fig. 11. 1959. 
DROUET, Myxophyceae. In: Edmondson's Fresh-water biology, p. 113. 1959. 
GEITLER, Cyanophyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst's Kryptogamen-flora van Deutsch-
land, bsterreich und der Schweiz. 14( 2): 944, fig. 598D. 1932a. 
GoMo T, Monographie des Oscillariees ( ostocacees homocystees). Ann. 
Sci. at., Ser. VIII., Botan., 16:210-213, pl. 6, fig. 13. Reprinted In: J. 
Cramer's and H. K. Swann's Historiae naturalis classica, XIX. 1962. 
PETERSEN, The fresh-water Cyanophyceae of Iceland. In: The botany of 
Iceland, 2(2) :274. 1928. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 489, pl. 109, fig. 17. 1951. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 342, 344; pl. 93, fig. 1076. 
1952. 
TILDEN, Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of North America and 
adjacent regions including Central An1erica, Greenland, Bemmda, the West 
Indies and Hawaii. pp. 65-66, pl. 4, fig. 6. 1910. 
FIG. 69 
Cells decidely blue-green, becoming brown with age, granular; 
forming films on substratum or becoming free floating as colonies 
or solitary. Trichomes do not taper but the apical cell is rotund; 
cells measure 11.5 microns wide by 2.7 microns long and trichomes 
not constricted at cross walls. This species present in many collec-
tions from Cheyenne Bottoms such as Station 1, Bridge 20, Pool 4, 
July, 1960. 
Oscillatoria agardhii Gomont in: 
DESIKACHARY, Cyanophyta, pp. 235-236. 1959. 
GEITLER, Cyanophyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst's Kryptogamen-flora van Deutsch-
land, bsterreich und der Schweiz. 14(2) :974, fig. 621. 1932a. 
GoMONT, Monographie des Oscillariees ( Nostocacees homocystees). Ann. Sci. 
Nat., Ser. VIII., Bohm., 16:205-206. Reprinted In: J. Cramer's and 
H. K. Swann's Historiae naturalis classica, XIX. 1962. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 484, pl. 108, figs. 15, 16. 
1951. 
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TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 346, pl. 94, fig. 1082. 1952. 
TILDEN, Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of North America and 
adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the West 
Indies and Hawaii, p. 62, pl. 4, fig. 2. 1910. 
Cells measure 4-6 microns broad by 2.5-4.0 microns long and are 
coarsely granulate with pseudovacuoles. Trichomes straight, no 
constrictions at cross walls, tapering towards the ends which are 
pointed or slightly capitate, free floating or forming blue-green 
masses in the water. Apex of the trichome shows considerable 
variation from one specimen to another. This species found during 
June and July, 1961, at Station CC, Drop Structure. 
Oscillatoria tenuis C. A. Agardh in: 
GEITLER, Cyanophyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst's Kryptogamen-B.ora von Deut ch-
land, bsterreich und der Schweiz. 14(2) :959, fig. 611F-G. 1932a. 
GoMONT, Monographie des Oscillariees ( ostocacees hornocystees ). Ann. Sci. 
Nat., Ser. VIII., Botan., 16:220-221, pl. 7, figs. 2, 3. Reprinted In: J. 
Cramer's and H. K. Swann's Historiae naturalis classica, XIX. 1962. 
Mc AUGHT, Algae of Kansas reservoirs, Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci., 29: 151-152, 
pl. 2, fig. 3. 1920. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the W.estern Great Lakes area, p. 491, pl. 110, figs. 8, 9, 14. 
1951. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p . 346, pl. 93, fig. 1074. 1952. 
TILDEN, Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of orth America and 
Adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the 
West Indies and Hawaii. pp. 71-72, pl. 4, figs. 17-18. 1910 
WoLLE, Fresh-water algae of the U. S., p. 313. 1887. 
FIG.70 
This alga found in practically every part of the Cheyenne Bottoms 
area attached to objects in water or to substrata, may be free floating 
or intennixed with other algae; trichomes straight or slightly 
flexuous at anterior end, they do not taper nor are they capitate; end 
cell convex and smooth. Cells not as long as broad being 7 microns 
wide by 3.5 microns long; slightly constricted at cross walls with 
granules along cross walls; color blue-green either singly or as mass. 
Ly.ngbya versicolor ( Wartmann) Gomont in: 
DESIKACHARY, Cyanophyta, p. 311, pl. 53, fig. 6. 1959. 
GEITLER, Cyanophyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst's KTyptogamen-Bora von Deutsch-
land, bsterreich und der Schweiz. 14(2): 1059, fig. 656F. 1932a. 
GoMONT, Monographie des Oscillariees ( Nostocacees homocystees). Ann. Sci. 
Nat. Ser. VIII., Botan., 16:147, pl. 4, figs. 4, 5. Reprinted In: J. Cramer's 
and H.K. Swann's Historiae naturalis classica, XIX. 1962. 
RYLANDER, The algae of Connecticut, State Geol. and Natural Hist. Survey, 
42:47-48, pl. 3, fig. 27. 1928. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 504, pl. 113, fig. 4. 1951. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 339, pl. 92, figs. 1061, 1062. 
1952. 
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TILDEN, Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophceae of North America and 
adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the West 
Indies and Hawaii. pp. 116-117, pl. 5, fig. 35. 1910. 
FIG. 71 
Cells 2.2-3.1 microns wide by 2.4-6.2 microns long have clear cell 
walls with yellow-brown sheaths 1.8-2.4 microns thick; not con-
stricted at cross walls and the ends of trichomes rounded, without 
calyptra; plant mass soft, attached at first but later free; trichomes 
much entangled and lubricous. This is a new species for the state. 
Found in Pool 2 at Bridge 4, Station U, September 17, 1960. 
Family NOSTOCACEAE 
Anabaena helicoidea Bernard in: 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, pp. 515-516, pl. 116, fig. 8. 
1951. 
FIG. 72 
Trichomes spirally twisted, free floating, solitary or in masses; 
vegetative cells ovate or barrel shaped measuring 3.5-4.3 microns in 
diameter by 5.0-8.6 microns long; heretocysts 3.5-6.9 microns in 
diameter by 5.0-6.9 microns long and nearly globose or slightly oval 
in shape; akinetes measure 6.9-10.4 microns in diameter by 13.8-17.3 
microns long; trichomes do not taper and without branches; hetero-
cysts intercalary. This alga found at Station K, Bridge 14, Pool 4 
in some abundance during October, 1960. The species should be 
compared with Anabaena fios-aquae which is quite similar and 
common in Kansas. This is a new species for Kansas. 
Anabaena oscillarioides Bory in: 
BoRNET and FLAHAULT, Revision des Nostocacees heterocystees contenues dans 
les principaux herbiers de France, 7 ( 7) :233-2,'36. Reprinted In: Later 
Starting Point Books, I. 1959. 
GEITLER, Cyanopbyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst's Kryptogamen-flora von Deutsch-
land, bsterreich und der Schweiz. 14(2)886-887, fig. 567E. 1932a. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 517, pl. 117, figs. 8-10. 
1951. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 357, pl. 99, fig. 1137. 1952. 
TILDEN, Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of North America and 
adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the 
West Indies and Hawaii. pp. 193-194, pl. 9, fig. 20. 1910. 
FIG. 73 
Cells broadly barrel shaped 5.2 microns wide by 5.2-6.9 microns 
long; heterocysts 5.9-6.9 microns wide by 8.6 microns long; akinetes 
single or in groups of two on both sides of heterocyst, ovoid or 
cylindric, smooth and yellow-brown, 6.9 microns wide by' 10.3-15.0 
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microns long; filaments slightly tapered towards ends. There is 
little doubt that this species is oscillarioides but the heterocysts did 
not exceed 15 microns in length but in most other respects it is 
identical, it should probably be considered a variety of A. oscil-
larioides. Filaments were straight and solitary or forming thin 
gelatinous films on aquatic higher plants or substratum or floating 
free in water after a time; apical cells rotund. This is a new species 
for Kansas. Found during September, October and November, 
1960, at Station I, Bridge 20, Pool 4. 
N ostoc linckia (Roth) Bomet and Thuret in: 
BoR ET and FLAHAULT, Revision des Nostocacees heterocystees contenues dans 
les principaux herbiers de France, 7(7) :192-193. Reprinted In: Later 
Starting Point Books, I. 1959. 
DESIKACHARY, Cyanophyta, p. 377. 1959. 
DROUET, Myxophyceae. In: Edmondson's Fresh-water biology, p. 101, fig. 
5.17. 1959. 
GEITLER, Cyanophyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst's Kryptogamen-flora von Deutsch-
land, Osterreich und der Schweiz. 14(2) :838, fig. 528B. 1932a. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 523, pl. 119, figs. 14-16. 
1951. 
TILDEN, Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of North America and 
adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the 
West Indies and Hawaii, p. 166, pl. 7, fig. 1. 1910. 
WEST, Algae, Vol. 1. Myxophyceae, Peridinieae, Bacillarieae, Chlorophyceae, 
together with a brief summary of the occurrence and distribution of fresh-
water algae, fig. 31A-B. 1916. 
FIG. 74 
Colonies granular, punctate with globose cells when young be-
coming irregularly expanded, fenestrate and torn with age, firm and 
tough; at first blue-green and changing to dirty-green with age; 
trichomes flexuous, abruptly contorted and entangled within con-
fluent transparent matrix; colonies appear loosely attached at first 
to sedges and other aquatic vegetation becoming free floating 
euplankton; mucous trichomes have vegetative cells which are 
short, subglobose or barrel shaped 3.5-4.5 microns in diameter and 
flattened where they articulate with adjacent cells; heterocysts 
slightly larger than vegetative cells 5.2-5.5 microns long; gonidia 
occur singly or in pairs remote from heterocysts appearing somewhat 
spherical and are more granular and very slightly larger than 
vegetative cells being 6.9 microns wide by 10.4 microns long. N. 
linckia collected quite widely in Pool 2, Bridges 3, 4, 5 and 6; 
Stations R, U, Q and V, during 1960. This is a new species for Kan-
sas but Sherman ( 1949:31) in his unpublished thesis listed it for 
Crawford County. 
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Cylindrospermum mafus Klitz. in: 
BoRNET and FLAHAULT, Revision des Nostocacees heterocystees contenues dans 
les principaux herbiers de France, 7(7) :252. Reprinted In: Later Starting 
Point Books, I. 1959. 
DESIKACHARY, Cyanophyta, pp. 360, 362, pl. 80, fig. 1. 1959. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 530, pl. 122, figs. 11, 12. 
1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S. p. 92. 1933. 
THOMPSON, A preliminary survey of the fresh-water algae of Eastern Kansas, 
Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull., 25(1): 14, pl. 2, fig. 3. 1938. 
TIFFANY and BRITTON, The algae of Illinois, p. 362, pl. 100, fig. 1145. 1952. 
TILDEN, Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of North America and 
adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the West 
Indies and Hawaii, p. 199, pl. 10, fig. 4. 1910. 
TILDEN, The algae and their life relations, p. 99, fig. 45B. 1937. 
WEST, A treatise on the British freshwater algae, p. 329. 1904. 
FIG. 75 
Vegetative cells nearly quadrate being slightly longer than wide 
3.5 microns wide by 5.2-6.9 microns long; constricted at cross walls 
and pale green in color; plant mass mucous and expanded with age 
becomes darker in color; heterocysts either smooth or hairy are 6.0 
microns wide by 11.6 microns long; akinetes occur next to hetero-
cysts and may be reasonably smooth but are usually rough and 
punctate with granular contents while some have short papilla. 
Akinetes single and ellipsoid, 4.3-6.9 microns wide by 10.6-17.3 
microns long. Collected Station V, Bridge 6, Pool 2 during Septem-
ber, 1960, and Station Q, Bridge 5, Pool 2 during October, 1960. 
Family RIVULARIACEAE 
Gloeotrichia natans ( Hedw.) Rab. in: 
BoRNET and FLAHAULT, Revision des Nostocacees heterocystees contenues dans 
les principaux herbiers de France, 7 ( 4) : 369-371. Reprinted In: Later 
Starting Point Books, I. 1959. 
DESIKACHARY, Cyanophyta, pp. 561-562, pl. 118, figs. 7~ 15. 1959. 
FRITSCH, The structure and reproduction of the algae. Vol. 2., fig. 309C. 1952. 
GEITLER, Cyanophyceae. In: L. Rabenhorst's Kryptogamen-flora von Deutsch-
land, Osterreich und der Schweiz. 14( 1) :639, fig. 406, 407. 1932a. 
PRESCOTT, Algae of the Western Great Lakes area, p. 559, pl. 134, figs. 6, 7. 
1951. 
SMITH, The fresh-water algae of the U. S., pp. 108-109. 1933. 
TIFFANY and BRITTO , The algae of Illinois, p. 376, pl. 106, figs. 1171, 1172. 
1952. 
Rivularia natans ( Hedw.) Welwitsch in: 
TILDEN, Minnesota algae, Vol. 1, the Myxophyceae of North America and 
adjacent regions including Central America, Greenland, Bermuda, the West 
Indies and Hawaii, p. 285, pl. 19, fig. 7, pl. 20, figs. 1-3. 1910. 
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Fies. 76, 77 
Rivularia and Gloeotrichia are very similar because of attenuated 
trichomes but Rivularia grows attached and has no akinetes while 
Gloeotrichia has akinetes. Gloeotrichia natans may become plank-
tonic; colonies several cm in diameter, solid or hollow and spherical 
or somewhat irregular in shape; mucilage of colony colorless and 
trichomes radiate throughout parent colony; akinetes single next to 
heterocyst which is terminal at basal or broad end of trichome; 
colonies soft and gelatinous, globose or bullate while the filaments 
radiate evenly at first, later becoming somewhat entangled. Cells 
barrel shaped or subglobose below but become quadrate and sub-
cylindric distally; basal cells have diameter of 11 microns and the 
distal end of the trichomes tapers to cells with diameters of about 
3.5 microns; heterocysts ovate with diameter of 6-12 microns; 
akinetes single 10-14 microns wide by 14-41 microns long with thick 
wall and lamellated sheath which is sometimes folded extending 
about one-half way up trichome and widens above to funnel shape. 
Collected Stations Q and R, September, 1960. 
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2, 3. Phacotus lenticularis. Drawing howing ide view and front view re-
pectiv ly. Apparent grove around the dge visible in side view. . . . . 10 
4. Gloeo ystis gigas. Immobile cells are imbedded ·within gelatinous, lam-
ellat d heath. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
5. 'Tetraspora gelatinosa. Cell imbedd d within a gelatinou matrix often 
grouped in twos a hown or in four . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
6. 'Tetraspora cylindrica. ells imbedded within a g latinou matrix, 
tained with gentian violet to how the two p eudocilia on each c 11. . . 12 
7. lolhrix aequalis. Each cell ha a parietal chromatophore with one 
50 
pyrenoid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Ulothrix tenerrima. Filament unbranched and not attenuated while the 





9. Ulothrix zonata. The Chromatophore are parietal having ev ral py-
renoid within each cell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
10. Entermorphia intestinalis. The cells of the thallus are not arranged in 
longitudinal eries as in some specie . Thi is a mall ection of the wall 
of thi tubular like alga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
11. Cladophora glomerata. Very common Kansas alga with branched fila- 14 
ment , figure howing single branch and cell with parietal, reticulate 
chloropla t . . . . ... .. .... .. .... .. . . .... . .... ..... .. ..... .. ..... . . 
12. Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum. nbranched filament how reticulate 
chloroplasts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
13. Basicladia chelonum. The filaments of the alga growing only upon tw·-
tles, has multinucleate cells with reticulate, parietal chloroplast . . . . . . 15 
14. Pithopora varia. tip of a filament, ha chloropla ts and a scarcity of 






15, 16. Pilhopora varia. Terminal akinete has a pointed distal end, inter-
calary akinete barrel shaped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
17. Golenkinia radiala. A non-motile cell with numerous setae. . . . . . . . 16 
1 . Pediastrum duplex. The coenobium i a flat plate with quad.rate cells 
and two projections from the marginal cells, colony perforate in the 
center...................................................... 17 
19, 20. Pediastrum boryanum. Coenobium is a flat plate with two narrow 
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21. P lliaslrum boryanum vnr. longicorne. o n bium i a flat pla wi h 
two kn b d proj tion >.."t nding from th mar inal c 11 hat ar x ra 
Ion and oft n r ok d ... .... ......... . .......... . ... . ..... .. . . . . 
22. Hydrodiclyon r liculum. The m h of th n tar 3- 6 id d. . . . . . . . . 19 
23. Anki trod nw falcalus. The non-m til c 11 ar fu,.iJ rm with a ute 
api Dra.winfY .... . ..... .. ................................... . 19 
24. 
20 
25. cened niu abundan . Th nobia of two o f ur c 11 in eri i a 
fla plat , ith v ral pine n ach t rminal c 11 and a l r numb r 
on the m dian 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 







Scenedesmus b#uga. Flat plate of 8 cell in eri 
PAGE 
hown...... .. 21 
2 . Actinastrum hantz chii var. fluviatile. Colony of pointed c 11 hown 
which radiate from a common center. The 3-D effect i apparent. . 22 
29, 30. Spirogyra ingularis. Vegetative filament is hown made of c 11 with 
plan end wall and a ingle chloropla t making 3- 7 turn per c 11. 
Fig. 30 how conjugation tube and zygot . ote empty male cell . 
V getative c 11 t o right in figur 30 ar of an unknown p cie . ev-
eral diff rent p cie of Spirogyra are oft n found growing together in 
the '\\ ater a in thi pie ure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
31, 32. Sirogonium floridanum. Fig. 31 how reflexed filam nt in harac-
teri tic po e for genus which occur in conjugation, occur directly 
betwe n filam nt without tube formation. Zygote of Fig. 32 i, visi-
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33. irogom·umfioridanum. Cell of a vegetative filament have plane end 
wall and chromatophor s making about ½ t urn within t he cell.. .. 23 
34, 35. irogonium sticlicum. Z got shown within inflat d cell . The lin-
ar chloropla t mak only about ½ urn within t he cell. edian 
wall of zygote y llow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
36. Closterium acutum var. linea. ell with 4 or 5 pyrenoid un venly 
paced within each micell t ogeth r with a terminal va uole and 
acutel round d apice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
37. Closteriwn acero um. A light ly curv d c 11 whi h ha ridg d chro-
matophore and t rminal vacuol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
3 . Closterium moniliferum. Thi i a cw-ved cell which ha 4- 9 p re-
noid wit hin each mic 11 and ridg d chromatophore . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
39. Closterium, lanceolatum. The c 11 are moon hap d with a moderate 
curve and have 5- 7 pyr noid per emicell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
40. lo terium incurv1.tm. moon hap d c 11 which ha two pyrenoid 
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41. Chara braunii. The tern are uncorti ated and the oogonium i di -
tal to the ph rical antheridium. The oogonium how - 10 pirals 
PAGE 
and there ar fiv cell in th crown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
42, 43. Euglena elastica. The pindle hap d, v ry m tabolic cells hav sin-
gle flagellum pre ent at the anterior end and a red e pot i near the 
ba e of the vi ible flag Hum. The dark broadly oval cells in fig. 42 
are Trachlemonas hi pida. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
44. Phacus pyrum. The peripla t i pirally ribb d .vith a traight finely 
pointed caudu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
45. Phacus acuminata. 'Ihe oval c 11 ha a unicinate posterior pine, 
longitudinal triati n and di coid chloropla ts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
46. Phacus longicauda. The c 11 i ovoid with long tapering caudu , 
tigma, one large paramylum body, longitudinal triation , di coid 








7. Phacu pleuronecles. a hor t uncinat 
po t rior pine, longi udioal triation , on larg paramyloo bod 




51. M elosira arian . Thi n ral 
11 . irdl vi w 31 
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FIGS. PAGE 
53. ynedra ulna. irdl vi w, how broad ned xtr mi i , fru , ule 
marking and chloropla t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
54, 55. avicula cu pidata. ell i rhombolan olat tapering to round d 
end in valve view of Fig. 54. Fig. 5 nlarg d valv view hawing 
tran v r e triation ; food re rv hown ar u ually in the form of 
oil dropl t and volutin. The c 11 ma or ma not b highly color d 
having the gr n pigm nt ma ked by diatornin, a brown pi ment 
whi h modifi he chloroph 11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
56. avicula cuspidata var. ambigua. alv broadly lancolat wi h ro -
trate and ligh 1 capitate nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
57, 5 . Pinnularia viridi . alv vi w in fig. 57 bowing round d nd and 
59. 
66 
o ta plainl vi ibl whil in girdl vi w of fig. • how trun at 
nd and round d corn r . Th gold n-brown hloropla t fill the 
cell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-! 
Pleura igma del-icalulum,. 
plat -lik hromatophor 
igrnoid in valve view a pictur d with 
n xt gird) .. . ..................... . 35 











60, 61. Amphiprora alata. Figure hawing gird! vi w with hourgla ap-
pearan e with cell of fig. 61 in the proce of division. . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
62. Gomphonema olivaceum. Pictured are clavn.te cell in girdle view 
with bro d apex and narrow ba ( ometime attached with talk ). 36 
6 , 64. Bacillaria paradoxa. Valve vi w howin linear cells organized into 
a tratum within which the cells re t ide by ide (Fig. 63) or may 
slid pa t each oth r (Fig. 64) to form long chains which then on-
d n e back into a fiat plate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
65. itz chia reversa. The lanceolate cell have apice bent in oppo ite 






66. Surirella ovali . The broadly ovate fru tule ha hort marginal co tae 
perp ndicular to the margin of th cell and a con olidated plat like 
chloropla t. Valve view howu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
67. Gloeothece rupestris. The cell are oviod- ylindrical forming a c lon of 
irregular hape being held together by a gelatinou matrix . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
6 . Spirulina m,ajor. The ..,piral trichome i without cro wall and v ry 
long. . . ... .. . . . .... .... .... . . ..... . . .. ... . . . . .. . ... .. . . .. . ... . . 39 
69. Oscillatoria limosa. Thi p ci i a d cid d blue gr en becoming brown 
with age. Th trichome doe not taper and the apical cell i rotund. 
Th cro wall ar evident and th cell ar granular. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
70. 0 cillatoria tenuis . The trichom i lightly flexuou at the anterior encl 
but not capitate or tapering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 
71. L yngbya versicolor. The cell are not con tricted at the cro wall and 
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72. nabaena helicoidea. 1 he tri h me i pirall) twL Led. . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
73. naba na oscillarioide . Th akinete app ar on each ide of the 
h ter , t flank d b th barr I hap d v g tative ll . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
74. .fl xuou tri home have II which ar o-ranular 







Index and Glossary 
Actinastrum 
hantzschii var fiuviatile, 22, 58. 
Adaxial: the side towards the stem. 
Akinete: a nonmotile pore with a 
thick wall and reserve food supply, 
usually in filamentous Thallophyt s. 
Algae: freshwater, alt-water and ter-
restrial Thallophytes containing 
chlorophyll. 
Algae 
clas ification of, 7 
distribution, 3 
form, 4 
Amorphous: having no definit form. 
Amphiprora 
alata, 35, 68. 
Anabaena 5. 
fios-aquae, 42. 
helicoidea, 42, 72. 
oscillarioides, 42, 72. 
Anacystics 
rupestris, 39, 70. 
Ankistrodesmus 19. 
falcatus, 19, 56 
Anterior: towards the head or as in 
Euglena near the flagellum end of 
the c II. 
Antheridium: in algae, fungi, moss 
and ferns a structur producing 
sperm . 
Apical: at the tip. 
Apice : point or tips. 
Aplano pore: non-motile asexual spor 
formed ingly or several within a 
c II but not the shap of the origi-
nal cell. 
Appo e: be placed near or close to-
geth r. 
Approximation: approaching clo. ely 
in size, pace or numb r. 
Arbu cular: ranched like a tre 
Arcuat : curved like a bow. 
Arkan as River, 2, 6. 
Articulated: in contact or connect d 
by joints. 
Asymmetrical: lacks symmetry or 
proportion. 
Attenuated: narrowed or tapering to-
wards the ends. 
Autospore: a motile or nonmotile 
spore formed in side the parent cell 
being a replica of it before libera-
tion. 
Auxospore : spores formed by some 
diatoms which mature to larger 
cells than the parents. 
Bacillaria 
paradoxa, 36, 68. 
Bacillariophyceae, 30. 
Barrel shaped: shaped like a cylindri-
cal bulging cask being flat on the 
ends but having the side convex. 
Basicladia 
chelonum, 15, 52. 
Biflagellate: having two flagella. 
Bifurcate: forking into two branche . 
Bilaterial: the arne on two id s. 
Birds, 3 
Blood Creek, 3 
Bract: leaf-like appendag 
Bulbous: swollen at one nd; bulb 
like. 
Bullate: bubble like or wollen. 
Calcification: incru ting with carbon-
ate of lim ; in1pregnated with lim . 
Calyptra: cap like covering on th 
nd of a trichome. 
Canals, 2 
Capitate: wollen at the end. 
Carina: a ridge or ridge shap d for-
mation. 
Carotene: an orange colored pigm nt. 
Carotin: See carotene. 
Caudus: a tail or spine. 
Cellulos : an insoluble carbohydrat 
con tituting the c II walls of plant . 
C ntrales: Diatomaceae which ha 
radial symmetry appearing round 
in end view, 4, 30. 
C ntral nodul : a thicken d ar a b -
tween the central pores of th raph 
in diatoms. 
Central pores: pores visible in valv 
view on each side of th c ntral 
nodule of diatoms. 
Chara, 







Charophyceae, 8, 27. 
Cheyenne Bottoms 
Administration Building, 6. 
Importance of, 3. 
Inlet Canal, 2, 6. 
Location, 2. 
Origin, 3. 
Outlet Canal, 2. 
Size, 2. 
Chlorophyceae, 10. 
Chlorophyll: the gre n coloring in 
plants. 
Chlorophyta: the green algae, 5, 10. 
Chloroplast: a plastid within a cell 
containing chlorophyll. 
Cbromatophore: a color producing 
plastid within a cell. 




Chrysophyceae, 8, 30. 
Chrysophyta: a division of alga 
which are yellowish, green or 
brown with carotinoid and food 
reserves of oil, 30. 
Cilia: numerous fine hair like pro-
jections extending from the pellicl 
of protista for purpos of locomo-
tion. 
Circinate: coiled or rolled inward. 
Cladoph01'a 
glomerata, 7, 10, 14, 52, 104. 
Cladophoraceae, 7, 14. 
Cladophorales, 7. 
Clavate: wedge shap d. 
Closterium 
acerosum, 8, 24, 60. 
acutum var. linea, 24, 60. 
incuroum, 26, 60. 
lanceolatum, 26, 60. 
moniliferum, 25, 60. 
subulatum, 24. 
Coalesced: joined or grown together. 
C occochlor-is 
stagnia, 39, 70. 
Coccoid: round or spherical. 
Coenobium: a colony of cells forming 
a phere, flat plate or other shape. 
Coenocytic: with many nuclei or with 
thallus lacking cross walls. 
Collecting stations, 6. 
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Confluent: flowing together. 
Conjugation: union of gametes by 
amoeoboid movement of cell con-
tents of adjacent cells to form a 
zygote. 
Conjugation tube: a tub conn cting 
two cells of certain alga or other 
organism permitting the pas age of 
the gamete to complete f rtilization 
forming a zygote. 
Coscinodiscaceae, 9, 31. 
Co tae: ribbed. 
Cuneate: shaped like a w dg . 
Cyanophyceae, 9,38. 
Cyanophyta : the division of "blu -
green" algae, 9, 38. 
Cyclotella 4. 
striata, 32, 64. 
Cylindrical: round in cro s ction; 
elongate with truncate ends in side 
vi w. 
Cylindrospermum 5. 
majus, 44, 72. 
Cytoplasm: that protoplasm outside 
the nucleus and inside th c II wall 
of a c ll; the working part of a c II. 
Dam 
Arkan as River Diver ion , 2. 
Dry Walnut Cr ek Div r ion 2. 
W t Walnut Cre k Div r ion, 2. 
Debris: fragments of rubbish , loose 
rocks or organic mat rial locat d in 
or upon the water or oth r plac . 
Deception Creek, 2, 3. 
Decussate: to cross in th form of an 
X; intersect. 
Desmidiaceae, 8, 24. 
Diatom: any memb r of th Bacil-
lariophyceae, with cell wall of silica. 
Diatomist: one who tudi diatoms. 
Diatoms, 4, 9. 
Dikes, 2. 
Discoid: like a disc. 
Distal: r mote, farthest from th cen-
ter or midline; toward th tip; op-
posite proximal. 
Drop Structure, 6, 31. 
Dundee. 2. 
Ellipsoid: an elongated £gur with 
convex margins and sharply 
rounded ends. 
Endo pore: spore form d by r p ated 
division of the protoplasm within a 
cell or successively cut off at the 
end of a protoplast. 
Entermorpha 
intestinalis, 5, 7, 14, 52. 
Entire: not toothed or rough, but 
smooth. 
Epiphytic: growing on a plant but 
not parasitic. 
Epitheca: the larger, older half of the 
frustule of a diatom cell. 
Epizoic: attached or growing on 
animal but not parasitic. 
Euglena 4, 8, 27. 
elastica, 27, 62. 
Euglenales, 8. 
Euglenoid: metabolic and flagellated 
like Euglena. 
Euglenophyceae, 8. 
Euglenophyta: a division of algae hav-
ing uglenoid movement and Rag 1-
lum for locomotion, 14, 64. 
Euplankton: floating, open water 
plankton. 
Eutropic: pertaining to older lakes 
which are productive of organisms 
becoming more shallow as sediment 
fills the lake. 
Fenestrate: with openings or windows. 
Filamentous: a linear arrangements 
of c ll to form a thread of algae, 
etc. 
Fish, 3. 
Flag Ila: tout, long and whip-lik 
organelles, usually few in number 
( 1-3 or more) extending from th 
pellicle of protista. 
Flexuou : capable of bending; not 
rigid. 
Fragilariacea , 9, 32. 
Frond: a leaf like thallus. 
Fruitiflcation: organ producing 
gametes. 
Frustul : the hell of a diatom, 4. 
Fusiform: an elongate body broad in 
the middle tapering towards th 
ends. 
Gametangia: organ producing sex 
cells. 
Gamet : a sex cell; an egg or sperm. 
Girdl : a band or belt in diatoms, 
Closterium and other algae usually 
median forming a tranverse band 
aero s or around the cell. 
Girdle view: a lateral or side view of 
a diatom showing an overlapping of 
the two wall sections of the frus-
tule, 4. 
Clabo e : globe shaped. 
Gloeocystis 5. 
gigas, 7, 11, 50. 
Gloeothece 4, 5. 
rupestris, 5, 9, 38, 70. 
Gloeotrichia 5, 10, 44, 72. 
natans, 44, 72. 
Glomerate: existing as compact 
clusters. 
Golenkinia 4, 5. 
radiata, 5, 16, 54. 
Gomphonema 
olivaceum, 9, 36, 68. 
Gomphonemataceae, 9, 36. 
Gonidia: asexual reproductive cells 
found in certain blue-green algae. 
Granular: composed of or like grains. 
Granulate: roughened with grains or 
granules. 
Great Bend, 2. 
Gyrosigma 
delicatulum, 9, 35. 
Habitat: place where an organism 
lives. 
Hapteron: a finger like anchoring 
organ. 
Heizer, 2. 
Heterocyst: a specializ d cell in Myxo-
phyceae larger than the regular 
vegetative cells useful in forming 
hormogonia as it disintegrates. 
Heterogametes: gametes that are un-
like in shape, activity or siz which 
will unite to form a zygote. 
Heterosiphonales, 9. 
Heterothallic: from two different 
thalli, the reproductive cells being 
borne on different plants. 
Hirsute: with hairs, pubescent. 
Holdfast: the basal cell of a filament 
modified for anchoring the plant. 
H omoeocladia 
paxillifer, 36. 
Hom1ogonia: short chains of cells in 
Myxophyceae that grow into new 
trichomes. 




reticulatum, 8, 19, 56, 108. 
Hypotheca: the smaller, younger half 
of the frustule of a diatom cell. 
Incised: cut in from the margin. 
Intercalary: appearing between cells. 
Internode: the area on a stem be-
tween two nodes. 
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Isogametes: gametes or sex cells that 
are alike in size, activity or shape 
which will unite forming a zygote. 
Isopolar: with poles of a cell equal 
or alike on each end. 
Isthmus: a con tricted area; between 
the two halves or emicells of des-
mids. 
Keel: a projecting ridge found on the 
frustule of diatoms. 
Lambertia 
judayi, 17. 
Lamellated: composed of layer or 
plates. 
Lamellose: with layers. 
Lanceolate: lance-shaped with sub-
parallel sides but tapering toward 
the apex. 
Lateral conjugation: the union of the 
contents of two contiguous cells 
within a filam nt. 
Lepocinclis, 27. 
Little Cheyenne Cre k, 2. 
Lori ca: a te t or h 11 around the liv-
ing protoplasm as in Trachelomonas. 
Lubricou : slipp ry. 
Lunate: er sc nt- hap d like a new 
moon. 
Lyngbya 5. 
versicolor, 9, 41, 70. 
Lysigonium 
var-ians, 31. 
aero copic: vi ible to the unaided 
ye. 
Matrix: investing materials, especially 
mucilaginous mat rial urrounding 
a colony of cells or an individual 
cell. 
Melosira 
varians, 31, 64. 
Metabolic: capable of changing 
shape. 
Metacbromatin: granular inclusions 
in algae, probably identical to volu-
tin. 
Micractiniaceae, 7, 16. 
Micron: a thousandth part of a milli-
meter. 
Micro pores: small pores formed by 
r peated divisions of the cell con-
tent before liberation as in some 
diatoms. 
Monoecious: male and female organs 
present within the arne plant. 
Monostromatic: a prostrate thallus 
one cell in thickness. 
Mucous: watery and slippery. 
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Myxophyceae, 9, 38. 
Navicula 4. 
ambigua, 9, 34, 66. 
cuspiclata, 9, 33, 66. 
cuspidata var. ambigua, 34, 66. 
fulva, 33. 
viridis, 34. 
aviculaceae, 9, 33. 
aviculoid: shaped like the diatoms 
in genus Navicula or boat haped. 
itella, 10. 
itzschia 4 
longissima var. reversa, 9, 37, 68. 
paxillifer, 36. 
reversa, 37, 68. 
itzschiaceae, 9, 36. 
od : the rai ed ar a on a t m from 
which the leaves or branch s origi-
nate. 
odule: a knob. 
on-motile: not capable of mo -
ment. 
ostoc 5. 
linckia, 10, 43, 72. 
o tocaceae, 10, 42. 
Oblique: slanting, n ither upright or 
horizontal. 
Obtu e: blunt. 
Oocy taceae, 8, 19. 
Oogonium: a tructure gi ing ri · to 
an gg or eggs. 
Oscillatoria 5. 
agardhii, 9, 40. 
limosa, 9, 40, 70. 
tenuis, 9, 41, 70. 
0 cillatoriaceae, 9, 39. 
Oscillatoriales, 9. 
Oval: ovate; broadly lliptical with 
qually rounded pol 
0 at : oval. 
0 oid: haped lik an gg. 
Palmellaceae, 7, 11. 
Papilla: a nipple-like extention. 
Paramylum: a carbobydrat food r -
rve found in euglenoid . 
Parietal: lying on the periph ry or 
near the outside of a c 11. 
P ctose: a gelatinous ubstanc found 
in the cell walls of diatom or other 
algae. 
Pediastmm 5, 10. 
boryanum, 8, 18, 54. 
boryanum var. longicorne, 8, 18, 56. 
duplex, 8, 17, 54. 
simplex, 8, 17. 
simplex var. radians, 17. 
Pedicel: a stalk. 
Pelagic: living at or near the surface. 
Pennales: an Order of diatoms having 
elongate valves, 4. 9, 30. 
Perforate: pierced with holes. 
Peripla t: the covering or peripheria 
part of the cell, especially eugle-
noid ( Euglena, etc. ) . 
Phacotaceae, 7, 11. 
Phacotus 
lenticularis, 4, 10, 50. 
Phacus 4 
acuminata, 8, 28, 62. 
longicaucla, 8, 29, 62. 
pleuronectes, 8, 29, 64. 
pyrum, 8, 28, 62. 
torta, 8, 29. 
tortus, 29. 
Phytoplankton: free floating plants. 
Pigment: a substance which impart 
color. 
Pinnularia 4. 
viriclis, 9, 34, 66. 
Pithophora 5. 
varia, 1, 16, 52, 54. 
Plankton: floating or drifting small 
organi m . 
Pleurosigma 4. 
delicatulum, 9, 35, 66. 
Polar nodules: enlarged spaces in the 
terminal of the raph of diatoms 
appearing as highly refractive areas. 
Polygonal: many sided in shap 
Pool. 
size, 2, 3. 
location, 2, 3. 
Posterior: tail end. 
Protoplasm: the phy ical ha is of life 
or the living material of the cell. 
Proximal: nearer the center or mid-
lin ; opposite of distal. 
Pseudocilia: false cilia not used for 
locomotion. 
Pseudoraphe: a clear area in a diatom 
which resembles a raphe. 
P eudovacuoles: false vacuoles; small 
spaces filled with gas or liquids 
which appear red; causing buoy-
ancy to create water bloom in "blue 
green" algae. 
Punctae: small pores, points or de-
pressions in diatoms or other algae; 
spaced close together they appear 
as striations. 
Punctate: having punctae. 
Pyrenoid: a protein body within a 
chloroplast which collects and holds 
starch. 
Pyriform: pear-shaped. 
Quadrate: square or rectangular. 
Radial symmetry: regular disposition 
of parts about a common center 
such as a pie cut from the center to 
the outer edge with each part simi-
lar. 
Raphe: a narrow lit in the valve of 
many Pennales diatoms connecting 
with the central pores and polar 
nodules, visible on the valve side as 
a line. 
Reticulate: like a net, having meshes. 
Reticulum: a network or arranged in 
a network. 
Rhizoclonium 5. 
hieroglyphicum, 1, 15, 52. 
Rhizoidal: root like. 
Rhombo-lanceolate: an elongat d ob-
lique angled shape with rounded 
ends, adjacent sides not parall 1. 
Rivular·ia 44. 
natans, 44, 72. 
Rivulariaceae, 10, 44. 
Rostrate: having a beak. 
Rotund: plumply rounded. 
Scenedesmaceae, 8, 20. 
Scenedesmus 5, 10. 
abunclans, 8, 20, 56. 
acuminatu-S var. minor, 8, 21. 
bi-juga, 8, 21, 58. 
dimorphus, 8, 21, 56. 
opoliensis var. mononensis, 8, 20, 
56. 
Schroeder-ia 
judayi, 1, 17. 
Sclariform: having conjugation tubes 
connecting two filaments; ladder 
like. 
Semicell: one-half a desmid cell. 
Sessile: attached directly with no 
stalk. 
Setae: stiff hairs or tail on certain 
protista. 
Sheath: a covering whkh may be a 
thin membrane or a mucilagenous 
secretion of the cell. 
Sigmoid: like the letter S in shape. 
Silica: silicon dioxide. 
Silicified: composed of silica ( silicon 
dioxide). 
Siphonaceous: tubular in form with 
no cross walls. 
Sirogonium 5. 
-/loridanum, 23, 58, 60. 
sticticum, 23, 60. 
Spindal shaped: fusifo1m. 
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Spirogyra 5, 10. 
floridana, 23. 
neglecta, 8, 22. 
singularis, 8, 22, 58. 
stictica, 23. 
Spirulina 4. 
major, 9, 39, 70. 
Stagnant: foul due to decay. 
Stigma: a red colored light-sensitive 
spot found in flagellates and other 
unicellular organisms. 
Stipitate: having a stalk. 
Striae : lines of very fine punctae in 
diatoms; fine lines or ridges. 
Striate : with lines or layers. 
Striation: a line or layer. 
Subcylindrical: not quite cylindrical 
with laterial sides mostly parallel 
except near the ends. 
Subglobose : not quite a globe in 
shape. 
Substratum: an under layer such as 
rock or earth. 
Sulcu : a groove or depression. 
Superior: high in position as for ex-
ample the pores in the walls of the 
oogonia of Vaucheriaceae and cer-
tain Oedogoniales. 
Smirella 
ovalis, 9, 38, 70. 
robusta, 9, 37. 
robusta var. splendida, 9, 37. 
splendida, 37. 
Surirellaceae, 9, 37. 
Synedra 4. 
ulna, 9, 32, 66. 
Terminal vacuole : a space in the 
cytoplasm near the end of a Clos-
terium cell filled with granules of 
gypsum which are in motion. 
Test: a lorica. 
Tetraspora 
cylindrica, 7, 12, 50. 
gelatinosa, 7, 11, 50. 
Tetrasporaceae, 7, 11. 
Tetrasporales, 7. 
Thallus: the body of an alga. 
T olypella, l O. 
Trachelomonas 4. 
hispida 8, 30, 64. 
Trichome: a thread of cells without 
a sheath in Myxophyceae. 





Tychoplankton: floating or free living 
organisms in shallow water near 
shore usually intermingled with 
other organisms. 
Ulothrix. 
aequalis, 7, 12, 50. 
tenerrima, 7, 13, 50. 
zonata, 7, 13, 52. 




Uncorticated: no layer of cells out-
side. 
Undulate: wave like, with a wavy 
margin. 
Unicinate: with a hooked tip. 
Valve : one of the two parts of a 
diatom shell. 
Valve view: a view of a diatom shell 
from the bottom or the top on the 
broader surface of the valv 
Vaucheria 
sessilis, 9, 30, 64. 
Vaucheriaceae, 9. 
Vegetativ : more concern d with 
growth and nutrition than repro-
duction. 
Volutin: cellular inclusion which are 
so-called metachromatin granules 
straining easily with nuclear tains. 
Volvocales, 7. 
Water bloom: masses of alga float-
ing at or near the surface of water 
forming a profuse mat; common 
with "blue-green and green" algae. 
Wet Walnut Creek, 2, 6. 
Whorled: spiral designed. 
Xanthophyceae, 9, 30. 
Xanthophyll: a yellow pigment often 
associated with chlorophyll . 
Zonate : with bands or concentric lay-
ers. 
Zoospore: a motile spore. 
Zygnemataceae, 8, 22. 
Zygnematales, 8. 
Zygospore: a resting spore formed by 
the union of gametes. 
Zygote: fertilized egg or a cell re-
sulting from the union of gametes. 
• 
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